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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

The functionality of automotive systems has been improving with various additions

such as real-time Electronic Control Units (ECDs) for engine management, anti-lock

braking, and various other applications. Thus, customer expectations include the

assurance that products will interface properly with one another and the ability to

diagnose and troubleshoot electronic systems. In addition, components should protect

themselves from damage, should provide self-diagnosis, perform efficiently and interface

to standard service tools. A system must be properly designed and implemented to satisfy

these growing demands.

Two of the key factors in each design change are cost and performance. Currently,

vehicles are designed to achieve both of these objectives. There haR heen an increase 1n

the number of electronically controlled systems found in automohilcs during the past

several years. Until recently,. all electronic systems worked independently. The combined

system performance can be optimized, without introducing the additional hardware

burden for sensors and actuators, by constructing a serial communication network (often

called multiplexing) [K1EN88]. The term 'multiplexing' as defined by the SAE

Multiplexing and Data Communications subcommittee is a system transmitting several

different messages on the same circuit or channel. In real-time systems, deadlines are

critical and they must be met on time to prevent a catastrophe from happening due to

delayed delivery of a message. Data transmission in a network is affected by the



distribution of the traffic in the network. The data transmission is also subjected to

timing delays due to the latency of messages in the network. Some of the other problems

include messages that may be lost due to buffer saturation or corrupted by noise in the

network. AU of these factors win further degrade the performance of the network.

A major concern is the performance of such a network under heavy load. This means

that as the message rate increases, the throughput and delay should remain stable. The

scheduling of such messages is complex in a real-time system where deadlines must be

met.

An industry standard is required to ensure interoperability. On the basis that one

protocol can meet the needs, there are many things to be gained by using a common

standard including cornmon diagnostic tools and support, reduced component design

engineering time, enhanced supplier support and innovation, enhance manufacturing,

reduced complexity, and fluent evolution of future in-vehicle networks.

1.1 SAE J1587 Standard Protocol

The 11587 Protocol defines communication requirements in a real-time network that

runs at a baud rate of 9600 bits per second. The network is llsed primarily for data

communications, and has a unique way of handling collisions. AU 11587 transmitters

monitor the message identification portion of their message to determine if another

transmitter has attempted to gain access to the bus at the same time. If a transmitter

detects a collision, the transmitter relinquishes control of the bus after completing the

transmission of the current character. It resolves the collision by backing off and
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recalculating a new bus access time based on message priority. Finally, if there have been

three consecutive collisions, it produces a pseudo-random number for the priority. Then,

the winner may attempt to regain access to the bus after the bus access time has elapsed.

The fastest update period is 100 ms. The 11587 Protocol is discussed in Chapter III.

1.2 Problem Statement

Although several studies on LANs and CANs have been made, no study has been

reported in the area of the 11587 Protocol. The purpose of this research is to find an

efficient way to analyze the periodic and sporadic message sets that the 11587 Protocol

application presents. A comprehensive J1587 Simulation Model has been developed to

test and analyze the network pedormance. The distinctive feature of the simulator is that

it constructs a bitwise trace of the protocol. Also, functions of error management and

fault confinement have been included to analyze message error and node failure

overheads. The implementation details of the simulation, and the performance evaluation

are discussed in Chapter IV. Finally, the thesis concludes with a summary and a brief

discussion of future research in Chapter V.
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CHAPTER II

LITERATURE REVIEW

In-vehicle networking or multiplexing primarily addresses two areas - information

sharing and electronics control. Properly designed, the benefits which may be obtained

are both large and measurable. The benefits may be measured in system cost reduction

and performance enhancement, including enhanced diagnostics, reduction of sensor

count, distributed control, and total wire reduction. In-vehicle networking may be

separated into three areas: real-time control, status-type data sharing, and body electronics

control [PHAl86]. Although in-vehicle networking applications really have many of the

same requirements, the differences lie primarily in the rate at which the action occurs.

To effectively network the vehicle and allow inter-communication between the

application types, one positive approach is to implement a common protocol throughout

the vehicle. This allows straightforward communication hetween the difJ-erent application

buses and more importantly allows one diagnostic tool to service the vehicle, compared to

possibly three tools to service three protocols in the same vehicle. Several underlying

protocols have been implemented. Some of the existing in-vehicle networks include the

C2 D Network and the Controller Area Network.

2.1 C2D Network

The C2D Network was developed by Chrysler Corporation. Vehicle networks can be

classified into three groups: Control Multiplexing, Data Communications and High Speed
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Controller [MIES86]. Control Multiplexing affects the base cost of the vehicle. Data

Communications interconnects the different modules. It doesn't affect the base wiring of

the vehicle. By vehicle multiplexing there will be dramatic savings in the amount of

wiring and complexity. Data Multiplexing results in elimination of redundant hardware

and firmware. The c2n network uses a Carrier Sense MuHiple Access (CSMA) protocol.

The identification byte of each message is unique. The message ID is transmitted tlrst,

followed by the message data. The data is followed by a message CRC and is concluded

by 10 bits which defines the end of transmission. DART-NRZ was chosen as the bit

encoding technique [MIES86]. Typically a baud rate of 7812.5 bits per second iR chosen.

This is because this speed of data permits a common clock for most microcomputers at

their maximum frequency of operation. The Arbitration Detector checks if there is any

arbitration taking place between two messages; i.e., if two messages want to transmit at

the same time, the Arbitration Detector allows transmission on a first-come-first-serve

basis. On the other hand, the Collision Detector, aHows a message with the highest

priority to transmit. This network has an advantage that the modules can be added or

deleted without affecting the network.

2.2 Controller Area Network (CAN)

CAN is a real-time serial communications network. CAN is also used as an in

vehicle network which was developed to resolve the spacing problem raised by wiring,

control units, sensors and other components. In 1985, Robert Bosch and Intel agreed to
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develop CAN. By 1987, the fust sample of CAN was produced. CAN includes various

properties such as prioritized bitwise arbitration for fast transmission of high priority

messages with a latency time of 150 microseconds, high transmission rates in the range of

1 Mbps for a bus length of 40 m, an open system which allows a designer to add or delete

any number of nodes without a change in the underlying software or hardware of any

node, data consistency, multicast reception, multi-mastership (any node may start

transmitting when the bus is free), automatic retransmission of corrupted messages, error

detection and error signaling. It has high reliability, low latency, minimum CPU burden

for communication, maximum transparency and data consistency.

There are a few CAN simulation packages currently available. Philips produced

NetSim, a PC-based simulation package for which a CAN has to be described in terms of

the number of nodes, transmission speed, message identifiers, message length and some

other factors. The output of this simulation provides network throughput, network delay

and bus load. Also, Robert Bosch has provided an on-board CAN simulator from which

performance measures can be obtained.

At Oklahoma State University, some research has been completed in the area of CAN

simulation. A bitwise simulation of the CAN was implemented [NATA93]. The other

research completed on CAN at Oklahoma State University analyzed the performance of

CAN under asymmetric traffic loads [JEAN94].
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CHAPTER III

OVERVIEW OF J1587 STANDARD

3.1 Description of the J1708 and J1587 Standard

The SAE Recommended Practice defines a recommended practice for implementing a

bi-directional, serial communication link among modules containing microcomputers.

The SAE 11708 document defines those parameters of the serial link that relate primarily

to hardware and basic software compatibility such as interface requirements, system

protocol, and message format.

The purpose of this standard is to define a general-purpose serial data communication

link that can be utilized in heavy-duty vehicle applications. It is intended to serve as a

guide toward standard practice to promote serial communication compatibility among

microcompter-based modules. The primary use of the general-purpose communications

link is expected to be the sharing of data among stand-alone modules to cost effectively

enhance their operation. Communication links used to implement functions that require a

dedicated communication link between specific modules may deviate from this

document.

The J 1587 Protocol .is a serial communications protocol which efficiently supports

distributed real-time control. Its domain of application includes trucks and buses. In

vehicle electronics, engine control units, sensors, anti-skid systems, and various other

systems can be connected using this protocol.
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The 11587 Protocol is a multi-master protocol where messages are transmitted serially.

Contention between masters is resolved by using a backoff and retransmission protocol.

After two coUisions in a row, the protocol uses a pseudo-random number to backoff and

retransmit again to hopefully avoid a third collision.

11587 uses a modified RS485 differential bus (2 lines) with a baud rate of 9600 bps. It

can accommodate at least 20 nodes and uses random, destructive and byte-wide network

access arbitration. At the data link layer, it uses a standard UART device.

11587 is a open network where modules can be added or deleted from the network

without affecting the operahon of the network. 11587 has short transmission times and

the fastest update period is 100 ms [SAE93].

Unlike many serial communication protocols, the J 1587 message contains no

information relating to the destination address. It is sent globaJly to aU other nodes. The

message contains an identifier which indicates the type of information contained in the

message. This has several important implications. First of all, more nodes can be added or

removed from the network without any change in the software. Secondly, each node can

decide on the basis of the type of message whether the message is of interest to that

particular node. Multicasts to many nodes are therefore inherent in this system and the

data will be consistent in that either all or none of the nodes will receive the message

[JORD88].

3.2 Message Priority Assignment

All messages are assigned a priority from I to 8 as indicated in Table 1:
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.Priority Messaee Assienment
1 and 2 Reserved for messages that require immediate access to the bus.
3 and 4 Reserved for messages that require prompt access to the bus in order to

prevent severe mechanical damage.
5 and 6 Reserved for messages that directly affect the economical or efficient

operation of the vehicle.
7 and 8 AU other messages.

Table 1: Message Priority Assignment

3.3 Message Format

A message appearing on the communication bus consists of the foIJowing fields as

shown in Figure 1:

a. Message Identification Character (MID)

b. One or More Parameters

c. Checksum

I
MID I PID, I DATA, ••••• IPID. [ DATA" I CHECKSUM

j, t t j,

Message Data Parameter Checksum
Identification Character Identification

Character Character

Figure 1: Message format

The message length can vary from 4 - 21 characters. Each character begins with a start

bit which is logical bit of 0, and ends with a stop bit of 1. Thus, each character is 10 bits
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long. A message shall always be preceded by an idle state of duration equal to or greater

than the bus access time.

3.3.1 Message Identification Chal"acter(MID)

The first character of every message is an MID. The permitted range of MIDs includes

the values from 0 to 255. The message identification character is determined by the

transmitter category which is predefined.

These assignments have been made to accommodate existing systems, or systems that

may presently be under development, and to avoid conflicts which otherwise might arise

if indiscriminate use of MIDs were permitted. No two transmitters in the system shaH

have the same MID.

3.3.2 One or More Parameters

The first character of every parameter is the parameter identification character (PID).

The 8 bit parameter identification character is given a value frum 0 to 255. Assi.gnment of

a PID to a parameter is based on the number of data characters required by the parameter.

PIDs from 0 to 127 are allocated to parameters using a single c1ata character to represent

its value. This single data character follows the PID. PIDs from 128 to 191 are allocated

to double data character parameters. The two data characters follow the PID. Parameters

requiring more than two data characters and parameters requiring varying numbers of

data characters are allocated the PIDs from 192 to 253. The number of data characters
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used is contained in the first character after the PID. Data characters are characters that.

convey the intelligence of the message.

3.3.3 Checksum

The last character of each message is the two's complement form of the sum of the

MID and the data characters. A more detailed specifications of the message format for

11587 in Backus-Naur Form (BNF) is given in Appendix B.

3.4 Message Length

Total message length, including MID and checksum, shall not exceed 21 characters.

3.5 Requirements of J1587 Network

A 11587 network should have a modular system concept, configuration flexibility.

error detection and 'error handling schemes. An overall optimization layer should be

added to enhance the performance of the network. By dividing the entire system into

manageable parts the whole system can be efficiently managed. A J1587 network must be

flexible enough to add or delete any number of stations without affecting the underlying

hardware or software and application layer.
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CHAPTER IV

SIMULATION MODEL

Complex communication protocols ensure error-free exchange of information between

communicating entities. From specification to implementation, the different steps in

development must be verified for error-free transmission of information.

Modeling techniques of various types can be used to represent the architecture and

behavior of communications protocols. Models typically fall into two categories,

analytical ones and experimental ones. Experimental models can be implemented using

simulation languages and tools. Such models can be used at various stages in the network

development lifecycle: requirements analysis during the specification phase, architecture

assessment, protocol validation and tuning, and fault diagnosis during network operation.

Hence, the need for a simulator. Simulators can be used for productivity improvement

studies and management decision suppOli when complex processes are involved.

Network simulators can satisfy these requirements.

A computer simulation can be defined as the discipline of designing a model of an

actual or theoretical physical system, executing the model on a digital computer, and

analyzing the execution output. As simulation is a powerfu' tool to evaluate the

performance of any network, HS87 can also be simulated using a computer program.

Simulation aids in predicting cha.nges in network performance and comparing alternate

designs. Simulation also provides information about various network parameters. A
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simulation analysis is developed to study the behavior of the protocol with varying system

characteristics.

The objective of this research is to analyze the pel10rmance of 11587. The

performance characteristics include network load, average response time, number of

missed deadlines, number of errors, and number of retransmissions. It also features

statistical summaries for each node in the network and run-time output. This simulation

model can be used to help set standards for the J 1587 protocol. To effectively network the

vehicle and allow inter-communication between the application types, one positive

approach is to implement a common protocol throughout the vehicle. This allows for a

straightforward communication between the different applications and the use of a single

diagnostic tool to service the vehicle.

Simulation offers a flexible approach for perfonnance evaluation of computer

networks. A detailed modeling of 11587 is useful to explore the various design aspects. It

also aids in predicting changes in network performance, and comparing alternate designs.

Analytical and graphical results can aid the network designer in creating a prototype

model. The major drawback is the inability to predict system reliability.

Various modeling approaches, including queuing models, Petri nets, and finite state

machines, have been used in the past. A queuing network model does not represent the

protocol aspects of the 11587, while the finite state machine model cannot handle the

topological features of J1587. Petri net models can be used to verify safety properties of

the 11587 protocol. A model of the 11587 protocol is presented in Figure 2. It requires a

few assumptions and approximations of the network details.

13
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Assumptions made include the following:

l. Stations and bus failures are not considered.

2. The simulation results of a small model can be applied to a large model.

3. Message arrival is uniformly distributed.

4. Errors are generated using a uniform random distribution.

5. The priority assigned to a message depends on the first parameter identification

character of the message.

4.1 DESIGN

The program design was completed in three phases. The three phases are specification

of the protocols, specification of the topology, and specification of the nodes. The first

phase was to make a detailed study of the J1587 protocoL The protocol specification

includes the rules of communication dictated by the protocol within the network. This

part forms the core of the simulation, as it represents the flow of control within the

simulation program itself. Some of the important algorithms to be studied include the

collision detection and backoff algorithm, message transfer, error detection, error

signaling and retransmission.

1] 587 is a real-time network protocol. A real-time environment is one in which

responses to events should occur before a deadline. The J 1587 is a hard real-time

environment protocol where deadhnes must be met, since the failure to signal a braking

action in a automobile could be fatal. One of the major hurdles in achieving system
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reliability, in such hard real-time systems, is finding an efficient way to schedule the

events. The following discussion provides the various analogies that can be related from

the typical real-time computer systems to 11587. First of all, a non-preemptive process

scheduling aptly represents 11587 messages since they cannot be removed from the bus

once they are placed on it. Secondly, a uniprocessor machine can be easily viewed as the

single channel of communication that the 11587 adopts for message transfer. Scheduling

overhead is assumed to be negligible in a real-time computer system. Also, exclusive

access to the 11587 bus is guaranteed once the bus contention is resolved. Finally, the

processes arriving in a computer system can be readily equated to the messages generated

in 11587.

The 11587 messages can be either periodic or sporadic. A periodic message is one that

is generated repetitively in fixed time intervals. A typical periodic message Mp is defined

as Mp =(c,p) where 'c' is the communication cost, and 'p' is the period. A message Mp

arriving at time tk has the following rules of generation:

• the (k + 1)-th generation of message Mp will occur at time tk+1 =tk + P

• the k-th transfer of the message Mp cannot start before tk and must be completed

no later than its deadline tk + p. That is, the transmission time needs to he in

the interval (tk , tk + p).

A typical sporadic message is one that is generated in response to an internal or

external event. A sporadic message Ms is defined as Ms = (c,p) where 'c' is the

communication cost, and 'p' is the least interval of time before the next generation of

such a message. A message M, arriving at time tk has the following rules of generation:

16



• the (k + 1)-th generation of message Ms will occur no earlier than tk + p;

that is tk+1 >= tk + p.

• the k-th transfer of the message Ms cannot start before tk and must be completed

no later than its deadline tk + P [JEFF9]].

As the error checking and message transfer operations are bitwise, a bit-by-bit

simulation methodology is used (i.e., bit transfers are simulated instead of message

transfers) .

The second phase involves the topological module specification. This essentially

determines the physical layout and the physical transmission characteristics under which

the network operates. The layoUit specification is simply the way in which all nodes on the

network are connected to the single bus as in Figure 2. The bus topology of the 11587

offers multi-mastership and multicast reception. Thus, any node that has a message Lo be

transmitted simply transmits it, bit-by-bit, on the bus. If a collision occurs, the bus access

time is calculated using the back-off algorithm as stated earlier, and then they are

retransmitted again. All nodes receive all messages in the simulation because the mask

register functionality does not affect the network performance. The most important

physical characteristic of the 11587 medium is the baud rate. A 11587 bus has a transfer

rate of 9600 bps. The unit of time in the simulation is assumed to be one bit time; that is,

the lime taken to transit a single bit. In physical terms, one bit time is 104.17/-1s ± 0.5%

for a 9600 bps bus. All times within the simulation are calculated in bit time. The

electrical characteristics of 11587 are sigo]ficant only with respect to voltage fluctuations

that result in error conditions.
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The final phase of the design is the node module specification. This includes the

specifications of attributes of all nodes connected to the bus. The primary goals of a node

are message generation, message transfer, and message reception. All other station details

are less important. The following are the main features to look for in a node. The first

feature is the type of messages it generates, whether periodic or sporadic. All sporadic

messages arrive at their arrival rates uniformly. The second feature in a node is its

message characteristics. This includes the message, message release times, and message

deadline, and message arrival rates for sporadic messages.

4.2 Implementation

J 1587 is a dedicated network being used for specific real-time applications. It has its

own distinct standards that define its operation. A simulation package is developed using

a bottom-up design. The J1587 simulator is coded in the C Programming Language, and

presented in Appendix C. The implementation details of the program are described

below.

One of the key issues in a simulation is to map the physical time to the simulation time

within the program. This parameter indicates the total simulation time for which the trace

has been generated. A global clock forms the simulation time, and it maps to each unit of

time spent in the network. Initialization of all node parameters, after reading input values

is performed first. The periods of all messages are then tested. Each message has a

priority assigned to it depending on the first parameter identification character PID

contained in the message.
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The simulation starts with the arrival of a new message. The first arrival of a message

is determined by its release time. Once a periodic message is released it arrives at the

specified periodic rate. The completed transfer of a message is followed by an idle state

of 10 bit times. If no message arrives, then the bus is in an idle state. Each idle state

results in the incrementing of an idle time counter. When one or more messages are

generated at the same point in time, a message cycle is started. If more than one message

arrives, then there is a conflict and collision is detected. The eventual transmitter of the

message starts the message transfer. A conceptual flow diagram of the bit transfer, is

shown in Figure 3. Every bit put onto the bus is a logical value, found by testing the

appropriate bit position within the transmitted message using Boolean logic. Every bit

transfer results in an additional bit time being spent in the simulation. After the lapse of a

bit time the bit is received by all receivers simultaneously.

Errors are generated at random times using a uniform random number generator.

When an error occurs, the checksum of the transmitted message will not tally with the

original checksum of the message causing a checksum etTor. The transmitter detects bit

errors, while the receiver detects the checksum error.

20
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CHAPTER V

ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

5.1 STATISTICAL AND GRAPIllCAL ANALYSIS

The input data for the simulation consists of a set of messages with some additional

data to facilitate testing, and to obtain various network performance measures. The input

data format that is used in the input data file is as follows:

Run-time Output Flag
Seed
Simulation Time (bit times)
Network Speed (bits/sec)
t 1 (bit times) - Sampling Start Time
t2 (bit times) - Sampling End Time
Error Rate
Number of Nodes

Nodeld
Number of Messages

Release time (bit times)
Deadline (bit times)
Type of message (periodic or sporadic)
Period or Arrival Rate
MID
Number of Parameters

PID Data

Simulation runs have been performed in the time range of 2000 bit times to 20,000 bit

times. This is done to accommodate for load variations, error rates, and irregularity in

message generation times. The Run-time Output Flag is used to indicate jf an output file

should be created to store run-time output. The Run-time output file may be very large. Its

size, in bytes, is roughly equal to the simulation time (measured in bit time). The Seed is

a number that seeds the random number generator that is used for the error generation
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and the arrival rates of sporadic messages. The Simulation Time is the length of time that

the simulation runs (measured in bit times). The Network Speed is provided to convert bit

times to other units such as seconds and milliseconds. The tl and t2 parameters are the

sampling times when the statistics are taken. The value of tl could be zero or any other

value before the termination of the simulation and t2 is generally equal to the simulation

duration. The error rate parameter is used as a means of varying error generation points

and rates. Each node has a node id associated with it, which starts from one up to the total

number of nodes. Each node is defined with a certain number of messages, which include

the MID, PID and data. The Checksum for each message is calculated at the end of each

message. Any node can generate only one message at a time. So, an upper bound on

message arrivals is the number of nodes in the network. Each message in turn has a

period if the message is periodic, or an arrival rate if the message is sporadic, a release

time, and a deadline. The units are all in bit times.

Verification of the simulation is performed on a single node with a single periodic

message, having a period of 100 bit times and running at a Network Speed of 9600

bits/sec. A run of 1000 bit times, with no errors and no collisions, produces the following

results:

Total number of messages transmitted = 10

Idle time =62.5 msec

Network Load = 40.04 %

Average Response Time = 1.04 msec

Busy time = 41.67 msec

Network Throughput =3843.844 bits/sec
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It is obvious that a message with a period of 100 bit times arrives 10 times in a run of

1000 bit times. hence transmitting 10 messages. The sum of the idle and busy times gives

the total simulation time. The slight variation in the results is due to the conversion of the

bit time to seconds. The duration of a single message on a single node can also be

calculated. The single message consists of a single MID comprised of 10 bits with the

start bit, eight bits of MID and then the stop bit. It is then followed by a PID again

consisting of 10 bits which has only 1 data character that also consists of 10 bits. The

message is terminated by a checksum character of to bits. Hence the total message

consists of 40 bits. Each message is preceded by an idle bus time of 10 bits. Hence the

network busy time is 40 times lO which is 400 bit times which. when converted to

seconds, is 41.67 msec.; i.e., 400/9600. The network load is the ratio of the busy time to

the total time which can be evaluated as 400/1000 which is 40%. The network throughput

is the ratio of the data time to the total time. Since there are no errors during this

simulation, the data time will be the same as the busy time which results in a throughput

of 3840 bits/sec.

The simulation is performed on 7 different input message sets, with 2, S, lO, 20, 30,

40, 50 nodes each. Each node transmits a set of messages. These input conditions are

labeled as 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. 6, and 7 respectively for the curves and load points in the graph.

This gives a variation in the offered load on the network. The input files for the 7

different input message sets are given in Appendix D. The statistics are computed and the

output is analyzed at 5 sampling intervals. The statistics at the end of a run of 50 nodes

for a Simulation Time of 10,000 bit times is presented in Appendix E. The output
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includes network and node statistics that help in making a comprehensive performance

evaluation of the network. The outputs for the corresponding input of 50 nodes is given in

Appendix F. Due to the stochastic nature of the simulation model, the observed

performance of the system is only an estimate of the true performance. The steady state

behavior of the simulation is therefore analyzed. A steady state simulation is a simulation

whose objective is to study long-run or steady state behavior of a nonterminating system

[BANK84]. The following discussion analyzes the results obtained out of the statistics

using some representative graphs.

Network Load is defined as the ratio of the utilized bus time to the total bus time; that

is, Network Load =Busy_time I Total_time. The utilized time includes useful message

transmission. The five different runs of seven different inputs produce graphs as show in

Figure 4.

Initially, all runs have a high load signifying the simultaneous release of messages by

all nodes on the network. Then, there is a near exponential decrease in the load as the

distribution of message generation times is more varied. In the end, the graphs tend to

become horizontal lines representing a more steady state system behavior. It can be

observed that as the message sets become larger the exponential decrease becomes

smaller. This signifies that as the message sets increase in size, more transmissions are

clustered together.

Ideally, the network load will not exceed 30-40%, hence another sample run of all

nodes is taken, although this time the simulation time is higher, starting from

approximately one second to two seconds. This helps in analyzing the load variants of the
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network with 30 nodes or more. Keeping the number of messages transmitted fixed, for a

particular input set, we can see that from an initial high load, the load keeps decreasing

and almost becomes a horizontal line as time increases. This is due to the fact that the

busy time becomes almost a constant. This can be clearly seen for 2, 5 and 10 nodes in

Figure 5.

Network Throughput is defIned as the total number of bits transmitted per second, and

is given by the formula, Network throughput =Data_time / Total Time, where Data_time

is the time when the messages are successfully transmitted on the bus. Network

Throughput versus Network Load is shown in Figure 6. A predicted behavior is seen in

the form of a linear or logarithmic graph, with a gradual rise as the Network Load

increases. This is attributed to the fact that more messages are transmitted as the load is

increased.
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The time analysis graphs of Figure 7 shows the two major time parameters analyzed in

the simulation with respect to the load. It can be seen that the sum of the busy and idle

times is equal to the simulation time. Idle time is the time at which no transmissions take

place; i.e., the bus is in an idle state.

Load Characteristics (Constant Load)
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Figure 5: Network Load Characteristics for a constant load

The idle time graph decreases linearly with increased load. This is obvious from the

fact that as more messages are generated, the bus is free for smaller amounts of time. The

busy time is the time when the bus is busy due to transmission of messages. The busy

time graph increases linearly with increased load. This is obvious from the fact that as

more messages are generated the bus is busy most of the time.
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The Average Response Time in a network is the average amount of time taken by all

messages to gain bus access, once they are generated. The graphs in Figure 8 show the

changes in the average response times at various sampling points within the simulation

trace. The graphs for the eight topological conditions present interesting characteristics of

the 11587 Standard. The fIrst two load conditions have negligible amount of average

response times. Fewer nodes offer a lower load and produce a more stable average

response time, while message sets with more than 20 nodes offer greater loads and

exhibit a sharp increase in the response times.

Keeping a constant network load, we can also see that the average response time

increases as the number of nodes increase. The simulation statistics are gathered from one

second to two seconds to determine a steady state behavior as shown in Figure 9.

Another parameter under study in the network is missed deadlines. This graph shows

the typical characteristics of messages ranging from high priority to low priority. This is

taken for a given input sequence of nodes and messages. Figure 10 traces the missed

deadline characteristics. As expected, lower loads produce fewer missed deadlines, while

~arger loads have more missed deadlines. The graph is horizontal in the beginning up to

approximately 46% and then gradually changes until it reaches approximately 80%,

where the slope becomes extremely steep due to a large number of messages missing their

deadlines. We can see that higher priority messages do not miss as many deadlines as the

lower priority messages.
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NODE No. of Priority Release Deadline Period No. of bits
messages (bit time) (bit time) (bit time) per

messa e
1 I 6 100 200 17999 140

2 1 2 100 200 11990 60

3 1 3 410 500 18980 40

4 2 7 410 450 7990 80
8 30 38 18990 100

5 I 1 1300 1700 17999 40

6 1 5 400 450 21999 40

7 1 2 450 900 11999 40

8 1 7 450 490 28850 80

9 1 6 1900 2000 21900 120

10 2 2200 2895 29500 40

Table 2: Input Node Characteristics

The graph of Figure 11 shows the number of collisions at different load points. This is

a linear graph that grows gradually. This analysis is only for a given input set. But the

general behavior for any message set is the same, as the load increases the number of

collisions also increases.

Another interesting feature that can be observed is the individual node behavior for a

given input set of nodes. Each node behavior depends on its input parameters such as the
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release time, the period and the deadline. Depending on these parameters, there might be

collisions and missed deadlines. These can be observed from the Table 2 and 3, which

provide the input parameters of 10 nodes and their corresponding output values.

Node No.ofmsgs No. of No. of Average
sent collisions missed deadlines Resonse Time

1 2 0 1 0.00448

2 2 1 0 0.00104

3 2 0 0 0.01604

4 5 2 3 0.01304

5 2 0 0 0.00104

6 0 0.00708

7 2 0 0 0.02484

8 0.05292

9 1 0 0.00104

10 1 0 0 0.00104

Table 3: Output Node Characteristics

For an input set of 10 nodes and 11 messages, the total number of messages transmitted

during a simulation run of 2.03125 seconds was 19. Some of the other characteristics are

listed below:

Idle time =1.94510 sec Busy time =0.09177 sec
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Network Load = 4.5199 % Network Throughput =649.8462 bits/sec

Average Response Time =0.001169 sec

The given input set, with each node having one or two message sets, is as shown in

Table 2. Ea.ch messa.ge has a corresponding release time, deadline, and period or arrival

rate depending on whether it is periodic or sporadic. From Table 3 we can see that each

node has a behavior with respect to the average behavior. Some messages have more

collisions than the others, and some miss deadlines while others do not.
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CHAPTER VI

CONCLUSIONS

6.1 SUMMARY OF RESULTS

The 11587 protocol has been analyzed for load conditions varying from 0 to 100%.

Most results show good performance for loads under 50%. The inclusion of errors in the

simulation produce measures of error tolerance. A topology with 50 nodes results in more

messages missing their deadlines.

On the whole, the network performs admirably with a load as high as 50%. The

throughput achieved for this scenario is around 5000 bits/sec for at network with a

capacity of 9600 bits/sec. From the time characteristics it is clear that there is a large idle

time that can provide for some additional loading if necessary. Response times are also

faster for loads under 50%.

6.2 CONCLUSIONS

From the analysis, it is clear that the network begins to degrade under severe loads.

Since no message can afford to miss its deadline, guaranteed performance is mandatory.

Considering the fact that a pessimistic approach is chosen in terms of release times, a

better performance can be assured for a more typical J1587 environment.

The backoff and retransmission protocol used to resolve bus contention seems to work

well with the message set. It provides for no more than two consecutive collisions per
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node, thus enhancing the performance by avoiding delays. Overall, the J 1587 has proven

to be an efficient real-time network.

6.3 FUTURE RESEARCH

Since 11587 is a developing protocol, research findings are essential for its growth.

Every network goes through an evolution, and its success depends on how well a

performance evaluation is made before fomlally setting standards. This thesis opens up

several avenues for research. Studies in the changes of key network parameters have

revealed some network limitations. The simulation program has been crucial in arriving

at the above conclusions. The bit by bit logic within the simulation has aided in error

analysis. It is also useful for making design changes in message fOlmats. A full-scale

investigation of different topologies could be made. This could give insight into a wide

range of design issues. One of the aspects left out of the study was fault tolerance.

Although the fault confinement logic has been implemented within the simulation, it

could not provide adequate results. This was due to the fact that not enough errors were

generated to create many faulty messages. Modifying the simulation could give some

fault tolerance measures. Additionally, testing of the bus with asymmetric loads has not

been done in this thesis.
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BAUD:

BIT TIME:

CHARACTER TIME:

COLLISION:

COLLISION DETECTION:

CONTENTION:

IDLE LINE:

IDLE STATE:

NODE:

PROTOCOL:

START BIT:

APPENDIX A

GLOSSARY

The maximum number of analog signal transitions
per second that can occur on a channel. In this
coding system, it is the reciprocal of the bit time.

Duration or period of one unit of information.

The duration of one character. The character must
start with a low-logic bit, then 8 bits of data
followed by a high-logic level stop bit.

[t is the overlapping transmissions when two or
more nodes try to attempt to transmit messages
simultaneously.

It is the ability of a transm.itting node to detect
simultaneous transmission attempts on a shared
medium.

A state of the bus in which two or more transmitters
are turned on simultaneously to conflicting logic
states.

The condition that exists when the bus has remained
in a continuous high-logic state for at least 10 bit
times after the end of the last stop hit.

The state that produces a high-logic level on the
input of the bus receiver when all transmitters on
the network are turned off.

A receiver or transmitter circuit connected to the
bus.

It is a formal set of rules and regulations governing
the format and relative timing of message exchange
between two communication systems.

Initial element of a character defined as a low-logic
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STOP BIT:

level of 1 bit time duration as viewed at the output
of the bus receiver.

Final element of a character defined as a high-logic
level of 1 bit time duration as viewed at the output
of the bus lCeceiver.
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<input>

<output>

Semantics

APPENDIX B

SPECIFICATIONS FOR J1587 SIMULATOR
SYNTAX

<simulation time><network speed>

<input messages><bandwidth>

<runtime output><summary statistics>

1. The simulator accepts the <input>, processes it and produces the <output>

2. Output includes the runtime output and the summary statistics.

INPUT

SYNTAX

<simulation time> - <long>

<network speed> .- <int>

<input messages> - <input message><input messages> I

<input message>

<input message> - <MID><parameters><checksum>

<MID> - <character> [SAE89]

<character> - <starCbit><byte><stop_bit>

<starCbit> '- <0>
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<byte> '- <0-255>

<stop_bit> .- <I>

<parameters> <parameter><parameters> I

<parameter>

<parameter> .- <PID><data>

<PID> - <character> [SAE89]

<data> .- <character> I <character>2

- <character>4 I <character>8

<checksum> - <character>

Semantics

1. MID for any transmitter in the system is unique.

2. PID range from 0 to 255, mainly comprising of the following types:

a. Single data character (0-] 27)

b. Double data characters (] 28-19 J)

c. More than two data characters (192-253)

d. Data link escape PID (254)

e. Extension PID (255)

3. The parameter data types could be one or more of the following types:

a. Binary Bit-Mapped (BIEM) (l char)
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b. Unsigned Short Integer (Uns/SI) (1 char)

c. Signed Short Integer (S/SI) (l char)

d. Unsigned Integer (Uns/I) (2 char)

e. Signed Integer (SlI) (2 char)

f. Unsigned Long Integer (UnsILI) (4 char)

g. Signed Long Integer (SILl) (4 char)

h. Alphanumeric (ALPHA) (1 char)

i. Single-Precision Floating-Point (SPIFP) (4 char)

j. Double-Precision Floating-Point (DPIFP) (8 char)

4. Each parameter is composed of the parameter data length, the data type, resolution,

maximum range, transmission update period, and the message priority.

5. All messages will have a priority assigned in the range of 1 to 8. The most critical

message has a priority of one. {Refer Table l-11708}

6. Message length does not exceed 21 characters.

7. SIDs are numbers ranging from 0-255 for each controller or MID.

8. Failure Mode Identifier (within the data) describes the type of failure detected in the

subsystem identified by the PID or SID.

9. The range of the "int" is from -32768 to 32767.

10. The range of the "long" is from -2147483648 to 2147483647.

] 1. The simulation time is in bit times which is 104.17 f.1 s ± 0.5%.

12. The network speed is 9600 bits per second.

13. The idle line is the condition that exists when the bus has remained in a continuous
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high logic state for atleast 10 bit times after the end of the last stop bit.

14. Bus Access time is a time duration equal to the minimum time of an idle line plus the

product of 2 bit times and the message priority.

The relationship can be expressed as follows:

Ta =Ti + [2*Tb] * P

where:

Ta = bus access time

Tb =bit time, or period of one unit of information

P = Message Priority

Ti = Minimum time duration of an idle line.

15. The bus can support a minimum of20 standard nodes.

16. A character consists of 10 bit times. The first bit called the start bit is <0> and the

tenth (last) bit called the stop bit is <1>.

17. A message is always preceded by an idle state of duration equal to or greater than the

appropriate bus access time. The length of time between characters within a message

will not exceed 2 bit times.

18. The transmitters monitor the message identification portion of their message to

determine if another transmitter has attempted to gain access to the bus at the same

time. If collision is detected, the transmitter relinquishes control of the bus after

completing the transmission of the current character. Each transmitter now waits their

predefined bus access time. If the transmitter experiences two consecutive crashes then

the bus access time is calculated as follows [SAE89]:
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where:

Ta =bus access time

Ti =minimum time duration of an idle line

Tb =Bit time, or period of one unit of duration

P2 =A three-bit pseudo random number

OUTPUT

Syntax

<output>

<runtime output>

<summary statistics>

<total time>

<summary of each node>

<summary of all nodes>

<runtime output><summary statistics>

<transmissions><errors>

<total time><summary of each node>

<summary of all nodes>

<end sampling time>-

<start sampling time>

<node id><performance measures>

<network load><network throughput>

<average response time>

<number of missed deadlines>

<number of errors>

<number of collisions>
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SEMANTICS

1. Network load is the ratio of the utilized bus time to the total time, i.e. the percentage of

time the network was in use.

2. Network throughput is the total number of valid bits transmitted per second.

3. Types of errors could be form errors and checksum errors.
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APPENDIXC

SIMULATION PROGRAM

/*=== FILE: const.h ==========================================*/
/*

Contents

J 1587 simulator constants

*/

/*=======================================================*/

#define NODE_MSGS
#define TOT_MSGS
#define MAX_NODES
#define MAX_NAME
#define MAX_MSG_LEN
#define MAX~NO_OF_PID
#define MAX_NO_OF_DATA
#define YES
#defineNO
#define BUSY
#define IDLE
#define OVER
#define FAILURE
#define SUCCESS
#define BIT_ERROR
#define FORM_ERROR
#define PERIODIC
#define SPORADIC
#define ACTIVE
#define PASSIVE
#define BUS_OFF
#define A
#define M

115
460
60
10
132
24
8
1
o
1
o
o
o
1
2
5
o
1
o
1
2
16807L /* multiplier (7**5) for 'ranf */
2147483647L /* modulus (2**31-1) for 'ranf */

/*=================:=================,======================*/
/*=== END FILE: const.h ======================================*/
/*=== FILE: defs.h===========================================*/
/*

Contents

J 1587 simulator type definitions
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*/
/*===============================================*/

typedef struct { /* formatted packet */
unsigned char start_bit;
unsigned char stop_bit;
unsigned char MID;
unsigned char PID[MAX_NO_OF_PID];
int totaCno_oCparameters;
unsigned char DATA[MAX_NO_OF_PID][MAX_NO_OF_DATA].;
int tno_oCdata[MAX_NO_OF_Pill];
unsigned char CHECKSUM;

} FRAME;

typedef struct
{
char msg_name[20];
long release;
long deadline;
char msg_id[30];
int msg_type;
int colCcount;
long period;
float arrival_rate;
int errocflag;
int transfer;

) MESSAGE;

typedef struct (
MESSAGE msg[NODE_MSGS);
FRAME frame;
FRAME fram[MAX_NODES];
int totaLffisgs, tX_ffiSgS, CUIT_ffiSg;
int transfer, biCval;
unsigned char elT_flag, err_delim;
int status;
int error_msgs;
int trans_err_cnt; /* used for node status */
int recv_err_cnt;
long response_time;
long turnaround_time;
int collisions;
int missed_msgs;
char node_name[MAX_NAME);
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} NODE;

/*======================================================*/
/*=== END FILE: defs.h ==================================*/
/*=== FILE: global.h=======================================*/
/*

Contents

J1587 simulator global variables

*/
/*====================================================*/

int runtimeOutput; /* Flag - display runtime output = 1 */
long simDuration; /* Simulation time (in bit time) */
long networkSpeed; /* Channel capacity (in bps) */
int seed; /* Random number seed */
long tl, t2; /* Start, end sampling points (in bit time) */
float errorRate; /* Rate of error generation (in errors/bit time) */
int totalNodes; /* Total number of devices (nodes) */
NODE node[MAX_NODES]; /* Node information */
NODE receiver; /* Receiver node information */
int ones; /* Number of recessive bits in a sequence */
int zeros; /* Number of dominant bits in a sequence */
int count; /* Number of messages that have arrived for tx */
int prv_bit; /* Previous bit tx on the bus */

long idle_time;
long busy_time;
long response_time;
long turnaround_time;
int collisions;
int missed_msgs;
int msg_time;
long data_time;
int errocmsgs;
int tx_msgs;
int retx_msgs;
int pas;
long tic;

int bit_count;
int form_count;

int bus_value;

/* Bus idle time (in bit times)
/* Bus busy time (in bit times)
/* Total frame response time (in bit times)
/* Total frame turnaround time (in bit times)
/* Total number of collisions (arbitrations)
/* Total number of frames missing deadline
/* Time required to tx a frame
/* Total time spent tx data or remote frames
/* Total number of error frames tx
/* Total number of frames tx
/* Total number of frames retx
/* Position within frame being tx

/* Logical clock (in bit time)

/* Total number of bit errors
/* Total number of form errors

/* Current bus value (0 or 1)
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int bus_flag;
int m,n;

1* Bus flag,. IDLE, BUSY, etc.
1* Message number, node number

*1
*1

long In[] ={OL, 1* seeds for streams J thru 15 *1
1973272912L, 747177549L, 20464843L, 640830765L,1098742207L,
78126602L, 84743774L, 831312807L, 124667236L, 1172177002L,

1124933064L, 1223960546L, 1878892440L, 1449793615L, 553303732L};

int strm; 1* index of current stream for ranfO *1

1*========================================================*/
1*=== END FJl,E: global.h========:==============================*/

1*=== FII..,E: protos.h=========================================*1
1*

Contents

J1587 simulator prototypes

*/
1*=======================================================*1

void get_inpucparm(void);
void sys_init(void);
void readjile(char *);
void msg_cycl(void);
void statistics(void);

void msg_transfer(int);
int transmitO;
void receivecframe_init(void);
int msg_fiIterOnt,. int, int, int, int, int);
int receive(int, int, int, int, int, int);
int get_bit(unsigned char, int);

double ranf(void);
double uniform(double,double);
void rand_init(int);
int rand_rate(f1oat);

void inc_tic(int);
void stopsim(void);
int pread_file(int sencpid); .
/*========================================================:;<1
1*=== END FILE: protos.h ====================================='~I
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/*====FII...E: sim.c ==========================================*/

/*
Contents

J1587 Simulator

Routines in file

get_input_parm - read input parameters from a file
sys_init - initialize simulation parameters
msg_cycl - execute simulation

msg_transfer - simulate message transfer
transmit - transmit data or remote frame

msg_filter - filter received frames
get_bit - receive a bit

rand_rate - uniform random number generator
receive - simulate reception of data
inc_tic - increment the clock

statistics - compute statistics

Notes

Last modified 04121195

*/
/*======================================================:J:/

#include <stdio.h>
#include <string.h>
#inc1ude <stdlib.h>
#inc1ude <fcntl.h>
#inc1ude <math.h>
#include <time.h>
#include <malloc.h>
#include "const.h"
#include "defs.h"
#include "global.h"
#include "protos.h"

/*=======================================================*/
/* This is the driver for the whole simulation. It first calls the */
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/* function to initialize aU the simulation parameters, then it calls */
/* the function to get all the input parameters from the file. Then it */
/* calls the function to start the simulation. It takes the statistics */
/* and finally terminates the simulation */
/*==========================--========================*/
void main(void)
{

sys_init();
geCinpuCparm();
msg_cycl();
statisticsO;
stopsimO;

}

/*===================================================*/
/* This function performs initialization of the simulation parameters */
/*====================================================*/

void sys_initO
{
inti,j;

ones =0;
zeros = 0;
count =0;
prY_bit =1;
idle_time = 0;
busy_time = 0;
response_time =0;
turnaround_time =0;
collisions = 0;

missed_msgs =0;
msg_time =0;
error_ffisgs =0;
tx_msgs = 0;
retx_msgs = 0;
pas =0;
tic = 0;

bus_value =1;
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bus_flag = IDLE;

for (i=O; i<MAX_NODES; i++) {
for (j=0; j<NODE_MSGS; j++) {

node[i].msgij).release =0;
node[i].msgUJcoll_count =0;
node[i].msg[j].deadline = 0;
node[i].msgUlperiod =0;
node[i].msg[j].msg_type = 0;
node[i].msg[jJ.arrivaCrate =(float) 0.0;

}
node[i].total_msgs =0;
node[i].tx_msgs = 0;
node[i].curr_msg =0;
node[i].transfer = NO;
node[i].biCval = 1;
node[i].status =ACTIVE;
node[i].error_IDsgs =0;
node[i].recv_erccnt =0;
node[i].response_time =0;
node[i].turnaround_time = 0;
node[i].collisions = 0;
node[i] .missed_msgs =0;

}
}

1*=========:======================================*/
1* This function obtains the simulation input parameters from an */
/* input file such as inp l.dat. Refer to the input specification for */
/* the input format */
1*===============================================*/
void geCinpucparm(void)
{
int i, j, num;
char fiIename[20];
char input_filename[24];
char outpucfilename[24];
char staCfilename[24];
char pri_filename[24];
char *p,buff[80];

fprintf(stdout,"\nEnter file name (no extension): ");
fscanf(stdin,"%s",filename);

sprintf(inpucfilename,"%s.dat" ,filename);
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sprintf(outpuCfilename,"%s.out" ,filename);
sprintf(stat_filename," %5.Sts" ,filename);
sprintf(pri_filename,"%s.pri ",filename)~

if «fp_in = fopen(inpucfilenarne,"r"» == NULL)
{

fprintf(stderr,"Unable to open input file");
exit(-I);

}
fscanf(fp_in,"%d" ,&runtimeOutput);
fscanf(fp_in, "%d",&seed);

if (runtimeOutput)
{

if «fp_out = fopen(output_filenarne,"w+"» == NULL)
(

fprintf(stderr,"Unable to open output file");
exit(-1);

}
}

if «fp_stat = fopen(staCfilename,"w+"» == NULL)
{

fplintf(stderr,"Unable to open statistics file");
exit(-I);

}

if «pin = fopen(pri_filename,"r"» == NULL)
{

fprintf(stderr,"Unable to open priority file");
exit(-l)~

}

read_file(inpuCfilename) ;
fclose(fp_in);

}

/*==============================================*/
/* This reads all the simulation parameters from the input file */
1*==============================================*/
void read_file(char *fiIe_oame)
{

char S[80] ,dat[7] ,data[7] [8];
int r,b,len,no_oCmsgs[MAX_NODES];
int no_oCparameters[NODE_MSGS],no_oCdata[NODE_MSGS][ 10] ,data_count;
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int msg_count, PID_count, node_count,node_id,data_flag;
unsigned char sum;

b=len=data_flag=O;
msg_count=PID_count=node_id=node_count=data_count=O;
for(r=O;r<MAX_NODES;r++) no_oCmsgs[r]=O;
for(r=O;r<NODE_MSGS;r++) no_oCparameters{r]=0;
for(I'=O;r<NODE_MSGS;r++)

for(b=O;b<ll;b++) no_oCdata[r][b]=O;

/* get the simulation time */
fgets(S,79,fp_in);
fgets(S,79,fp_in);
len=stden(S);
S[len-l] = '\0';
sscanf(S, "%s",data[O]);
simDuration = atof(data[O]);

/* get the network speed */
fgets(S,79,fp_in);
len=strlen(S);
S[len-I] = '\0';
sscanf(S,"%s",data[O]);
networkSpeed = atof(data[O]);

/* get the t1 */
fgets(S,79,fp_in);
len=strlen(S);
S[len-l] = '\0';
sscanf(S, "%s" ,data[O]);
tl = atof(data[O]);

/* get the t2 */
fgets(S,79,fp_in);
len=strlen(S);
S[len-lJ = '\0';
sscanf(S,"%s",data[O]);
t2 = atof(data[O]);

/* get the error rate */
fgets(S,79,fp_in);
len=strlen(S);
S[len-l] = '\0';
sscanf(S,"%s",data[O]);
errorRate = atof(data[O]);
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/* get the number of nodes */
fgets(S,79,fp_in);
len=strlen(S);
S[len-l] = '\0';
sscanf(S, "%s" ,data[O]);
totalNodes = atoi(data[O]);

fgets(S,79,fp_in);

while(!feof(fp_in) && (node_count != totalNodes» {
/* get the node_id */
len=strlen(S);
S[len-I] ='\0';
sscanf(S, "%s" ,data[O]);
node_id =atoi(data[O]);

/* get the number of messages */
fgets(S,79,fp_in);
len=strlen(S);
S[len-l] = '\0';
sscanf(S,"%s" ,data[O]);
node[node_id].total_msgs =atoi(data[O]);

fgets(S,79,fp_in);
while(msg_count != node[node_id].totaCmsgs) {
/* get the release time */
len=strlen(S);
S[len-l J= '\0';
sscanf(S,"%s" ,data[O]);
node[node_id].msg[msg_count).release =atoi(data[O]);

/* get the deadline */
fgets(S,79,fp_in);
len=strlen(S);
S[len-l] ='\0';
sscanf(S,"%s",data[O]);
node[node_id] .msg[msg_count] .deadline =atoi (data[O]);

/* get the message type */
fgets(S,79,fp_in);
len=strlen(S) ;
S[len-l] ='\0';
sscanf(S,"%s" ,data[O]);
node[node_id}.msg[msg_count] .msg_type =atoi(data[O]);
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if(node[node_id].msg[msg_count].msg_type = PERIODIC) {
1* get the period *1
fgets(S,79,fp_in);
len=strlen(S);
S[len-l] = '\0';
sscanf(S, "%s",data[O]);
node[node_id].msg[msg--,count].peJl0d = atoi(data[O]);

}
else {
/* get the arrival rate *1

fgets(S,79,fp_in);
len=strlen(S);
S[len-I] = '\0';
sscanf(S,"%s",data[O]);
node[node_id].msg[msg_count].arrival_rate = atof(data[O]);

}

/* get the MID */
fgets(S,79,fp_in);
len=strlen(S);
S[1en-l] = '\0';
sscanf(S,"%s",data[O]);
node[node_id].fram[msg_count].MID = atoi(data[O]);

/* get the number of parameters */
fgets(S,79,fp_in);
len=strlen(S) ;
S[len-l] = '\0';
sscanf(S,"%s" ,data[O]);
for(r=O;r<NODE_MSGS ;r++) no_oLparameters[r]=O;
no_oCparameters[msg_count] = atoi(data[O]);
node[node_id].fram[msg_count].tota]_no_oCparameters = atoi(data[O]);
PID_count = 0;

whi]e(PID_count != no_oCparameters[msg_count]) (
/* get the parameters and the data *1
fgets(S,79,fp_in);
len=strJen(S);
S[]en-l] = '\0';
sscanf(S,"%s %s %s %s %s %s %s %s %s",

dat,data[O],data[ 1],data[2],
data[3] ,data[4] ,dataf5] ,data[6],data[7] ,data[8]);

node[node_id].fram[msg_count].PID[PlD_count] = atoi(dat);
if«node[node_id].fram[msg_count].PID[PID_count] >= 0) &&

(node[node_id].fram[msg_count].PID[PID_count] <= 127)) {
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node[node_id].fram[msg_count] .tno_oCdata[PID_count]= 1;
no_oCdata[PID_countHdata_count] = 1;

}
else if((node[node_id].fram[msg_count].PID[PID_count] >= 128) &&

(node[node_id].fram[msg_count].PID[PID_count] <= 191)) {
node[node_id].fram[msg_count].tno_ot.:data[PID_count]= 2;
no_oCdata[PID_countHdata_count] = 2;

}
else {

data_flag = 1;
node[node_id] .fram[msg_count] .tno_oCdata[PID_count]= atoi(data[O]);
no_oCdata[PID_count][data_count] = atoi(data[O]);

)
for(b=O;b<no_oCdata[PID_count][data_count];b++){

if(data_flag==1) {
data_flag=O;
node[node_id].fram[msg_count].DATA[PID_count][b] =

atoi(data[b+1]);
}
else

node[node_id].framlmsg_count].DATA[PID_count][b] =
atoi(data[b]);

node[node_id].fram[msg_count].CHECKSUM +=
node[node_id].framlmsg_count].DATA[PID_count][b];

)
data_count++;
node[node_id].fram[msg_count].CHECKSUM +=

node[node_id].fram[msg_count] .PID[PID_COLlot];
PID_count++;

}
node[oode_id].fram[msg_couot].CHECKSUM +=

node[node_id].fram[msg_count].MID;
sum = node[node_id].fram[msg_count].CHECKSUM;
node[node_id].fram[msg_count].CHECKSUM = -sum + 1;
PID_count=O;
fgets(S,79,fp_in);
msg_count++;
}
msg_count = 0;
node_count++;

}
node_count=O;

}

/*==============================================*/
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1*
* New version of the RNG from simpack-2.22, more portable
* than the original.

*
* Author: hrp@cray.com, 94/05/26
*/

1*---- UNIFORM (0,1] RANDOM NUMBER GENERATOR -----*1
~ ~

1* This implementation should be portable to machines with *1
1* sizeof(int) >=4. *1
1* *1
1*------------------------------------------------------------------------------_*1
/*===============================================*1
double ranfO

{
unsigned int k; long Hi,Lo;
1* generate product using double precision simulation (comments *1
1* refer to In's lower 16 bits as "L", its upper 16 bits as IOH") *1
Hi = ((In[stnn] » 16) & Oxffff) * A; 1* 16807*H->Hi *1
Lo = (In(strm] & Oxffff) * A; 1* 16807*L->Lo *1
Hi += Lo» 16; 1* add high-order bits ofLo to Hi *1
Lo &= Oxffff; La += (Hi & Ox7fff) « 16; 1* low-order bits of Hi->Lo *1
k = (int) (Hi » 15);
1* form Z + K [- M] (where Z=Lo): presubtract M to avoid overflow *1
Lo-=M; Lo+=k; if (Lo<O) Lo+=M;
In[strm]=Lo;
return«(double)Lo*4.656612875E-1O); 1* Lo 1(2**31- J) *1

}

1*==================================:=======================*1
1*------------ UNIFORM [a, b] RANDOM VARIATE GENERATOR -------------*1
1*=========================================================*1
double uniform(a,b)

double a,b;
{ 1* 'uniform' returns a psuedo-random variate from a uniform *1
1* distribution with lower bound a and upper bound b. *1
1* if (a>b) then error(O,"uniform Argument Error: a> blO); *1
retum(a+(b-a)*ranfO);

}
1*==================================================*1
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/*===============================================*/
/* Initializes random number generator based on seed */
/*==============================================*/
void rand_init(int seed)
{
int i;

strm = seed%15+1; /* Set stream value 1-15 *1
for (i=l; i<=seed; i++) /* Initialize starting point in the stream */

ranfO;
}

/*===================================================*1
/* This function calls the uniform random number generator *1
/*====================================================*1
int rand_rate(float rate)
(
int rand_val;

rand_val = uniform(O.O, 1.0) < rate;
retum(rand_val);

}

1*=====--=============================================*1
/* This function performs the message cycle. It checks for new *1
/* message arrivals, checks bus contention if more than one message */
/* has arrived, then caHs the message transfer routine to transmit */
1* the message. *1
1*====================================================*1

void msg_cyclO
(
int i, j, k;
int mode;
long next;
double cal_pre,ranno;
int msg_pending;
int pri=O;

bus_flag = IDLE;
pos = 0;
rand_init(seed);

1* cycle until end of the simulation run */
tic = 0;
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while (tic <= simDuration) {
count=O;
next = simDuration;
msg_pending = NO;
for (i= 1; i<=totalNodes; i++) {

for 0=0; j<node[i].total_msgs; j++) {
/* Checking for the type of message whether periodic or sporadic */

if(node[i].msgm.msg_type == PERIODIC) {
if (node[i].msg[j].release < next) {

msg_pending = YES;
k=j;

n =1;
next = Rode[i].msg[j].release;
}

else if((node[i].msg[j].release == next) &&
(node[i].msg[j].reLease != sirnDuration» {

colLisions++;
node[i] .coLlisions++;
if(node[i].msg[j].coH_count == 3) {

pri = randO%8;
while(pri >8) pri=randO%8;
caCpre = (2.0 * 1.0 * (pri + 1);
node[i].msg[j].release = (idle_time + caLpre) ;

}
else {

pri = pread_fiLe(node[i].fram[j].PID[O]);
cal_pre = 2.0 * 1.0 * pri;
node[i].msg[j].release = (idle_time + cal_pre) ;
node[i].msg[j].coll_count++;

}
if(node[n].rnsg[k].coIl_count == 3) {

pri = rand()%8;
while(pri >8) pri=randO%8;
cal_pre = (2.0 * 1.0 * (pri + 1»;
node[n].msg[k].release = (idle_time + cal_pre) ;

}
else {

pri = pread_file(node[n].fram[k].PID[O]);
cal_pre = (2.0 * 1.0 * pri);
node[n].msg[k].release = (idle_time + cal_pre) ;
node[n].msg[kJ,coll_count++;
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else it(node[i].msg[j].ms~type== SPORADIC) {
raono = ranfO;
if(node[i].msgUl·arrival_rate <= ranno) {

msg_pending = YES;
k=j;

n =i;
next = node[i].msgUlrelease;

}
}

}
}

if «(msg_pending == YES) && (node[n].msg[k].release <= tic)) {
node[n].transfer = YES;
node[n].msg[k].transfer =YES;
node[n].curcmsg =k;
count++;

msg_time =0;
mode = 1;

/* resolve bus contention */
if (count >= 1)

{
bus_flag = BUSY;
if (count != 1)

collisions++;

m =node[n].curcmsg;
count =0;
if (node[n].status != BUS_OFF)

(
msg_transter(mode);
bus_flag =IDLE;
pos = 0;
}

}
else

(
inc_tic(l);
}

}
}

/*===============================================*/
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/* This function increments the tic and gathers statistics */
/*===========================================*/
void inc_tic(int display)
{
if «tic>=tl )&&(tic<=t2» {

1* gather statistics */
if (bus_flag==BUSY)

busy_time++;
else

idle_time++;

if (display) {
if (runtimeOutput) {

fprintf(fp_out,"%s", bus_value?"I" : "0");
if «tic+l)%20==O)

fprintf(fp_out," tic=%Jd \n",tic);
}

}
tic++;
return;

1*===================================================,*/
/* This function stops the simulation when tic reaches the simulation */
/* duration. */
/*====================================================*/
void s~opsimO

{
tic=simDuration;
if (runtimeOutput)

{
fprintf(fp_ollt,"\nStopped.\n");
fclose(fp_out);
}

fclose(fp_stat);
return;

/*====================================================*/
/* Statistics for the simulation */
/*====================================================*/

void statisticsO
{
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int i;
floa~ Da~a_time, To~al_time;

float Idle_time, Busy_time;
float Response_time, Slack_time, Latency;
float Throughput, Load;

fprintf(fp_stat,"-----------------------------------------");
fprintf(fp_stat," ------------------------------------\n");
fprintf(fp_stat," Network Statistics\n");
fprintf(fp_stat, ,. -----------------------------------------");
fprintf(fp_stat, II -------------------------- \n");

fprintf(fp_stat,"\nNumber of nodes =%d",totaINodes);
fprintf(fp_stat,"\nNumber of messages transmitted =%d\n",tx_msgs);
fprintf(fp_stat,."\nTotal number of error messages = %lOd", errof_msgs);
fprintf(fp_stat,"\nTotal number of collisions =%lOd", collisions);
Idle_time = (float)idle_time/(float)networkSpeed; 1* Idle time in sec. */
fprintf(fp_stat,"\nldle time in the network =%1O.5fsec",

Idle_time);
Busy_time =(float)busy_time/(float)networkSpeed;
fprintf(fp_stat,"\nBusy time in the network = %1O.5f sec",

Busy_time);
if (tx_msgs>O)

{
Response_time = «float)response_time/(float)networkSpeed)/(float)tx_ffisgs;
fprintf(fp_stat,."\nAverage response time =% 1O.5f sec",

Response_time);
}

Total_time = (float)(t2-tl)/(float)networkSpeed;
fprintf(fp_stat,"\nSimulation time = %lO.5f sec",

Total_time);
Load = (Busy_time / Total_time) * (float) 100.0;
fprintf(fp_stat,"\nNetwork load = %lOAf %%", Load);
Data_time =(float)data_time/(float)networkSpeed;
Throughput =(Data_time 1TotaCtime) * networkSpeed;
fprintf(fp_stat,"\nNetwork throughput =% lOAf bits/sec",

Throughput);
fprintf(fp_stat, "\n ");

fprintf(fp_stat,"------------------------------------\n");
fprintf(fp_stat," Node Statistics\n");
fprintf(fp_stat, II -----------------------------------------");

fprintf(fp_stat,"------------------------------------\n");
fprintf(fp_stat,"Node No of No of No of No of ");
fprintf(fp_stat,"Average \nil);
fprintf(fp_stat," rnsgs error colI. deadlines ");
fprintf(fp_stat, "response \n");
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fprintf(fp_stat, II sent msgs missed tt);
fprintf(fp_stat, II time \n ")~

fprintf(fp_stat, II --------- ");

fprintf(fp_stat,"------------------------------------");

for (i = l;i <= totalNodes;i++) {
fprintf(fp_stat, "\n%-15d" ,i)~

fprintf(fp_stat, II %7d 11 ,node[i].tX_ffiSgS);
fprintf(fp_stat, II %7d n,noden].error_msgs)~

fprintf(fp_stat, "%7d" ,node[i] .collisions);
fprintt(fp_stat,"%7d ",node[i].missed_msgs);
if(node[i].tx_msgs !=O)

Response_time =«float)node[i] .response_time/(float)networkSpeed)/
(float)node[i].tx_msgs;

else
Response_time =0.0;

fprintf(fp_stat, "% 1O.5f' ,Response_time);
}

fprintf(fp_stat, "\n");
}

/*====================================================*/
/* This function receives a bit sent over the Jl587 bus when the node */
/* transmits a bit, hence bit by bit */
/*====================================================*/
int receive(int cbit, int br, int nT, int npid, int ndata, int pdflag)
{
unsigned char checksum;
static unsigned check;
switch (pos)

{
case 0: /* reception of the MID bits */

if(br == 10) {
receiver.frame.starCbit 1= (r_bit);
if(receiver.frame.starcbit != 0)

return(2);
)
else if(br == 9) {

receiver.frame.stop_bit 1= (r_bit);
if(receiver.frame.stop_bit != 1)

retum(2);
}
else receiver.frame.MID 1= (r_bit « br);
if(br == 0) check = receiver.frame.MID;

return(SUCCESS);
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break;

case 1: 1* reception of the PID and data bits *1
if(pdflag == O){

if(br == 10) f
receiver.frame.starCbit 1= (Cbit);
if(receiver.frame.start_bit != 0)

retum(2);
}

else if(br == 9) {
receiver.frame.stop_bit 1= (Cbit);
if(receiver.frame.stop_bit != 1)

return(2);
}

else receiver.frame.PID[npid] 1= (Cbit « br);
if(br == 0) check += receiver.frame.PID[npid];

}
else {

if(br == 10) {
receiver.frame.starCbit 1= (r_bit);
if(receiver.frame.start_bit != 0)

return(2);
}

else if(br == 9) {
receiver.frame.stop_bit 1= (Cbit);
if(receiver.frame.stop_bit != l)

return(2);

I
else receiveLframe.DATA[npidHndata] 1= (r_bit« br);
if(br == 0) check += receiver.frame.DATA[npid][ndata];

}
return(SUCCESS);
break;

case 2: 1* reception of the checksum bits *1
if(br == 10) (

receiver.frame.start_bit 1= (cbit);
if(receiver.frame.starCbit != 0)

return(2);
}
else if(br == 9) {

receiver. frame. stop_bit 1= (cbit);
if(receiver.frame.stop_bit != 1)

return(2);
tic+=lO;
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}

else receiver.frame.CHECKSUM 1= (cbit « br);
if(br == 0)

checksum = -check + l;

/* to check for error */
if«checksum != receiver.frame.CHECKSUM) && (br==O))

return(2);
dse return(SUCCESS);

break;
}

return(OVER); /* end of message reception */
}

/*====================================================*/
/* This routine is the core of the bit by bit simulation. */
/* It represents a dominant bit on the bus with a logical 0, and a */
/* recessive bit with a logical 1. It also performs the job of */
/* creating an error condition by complementing the true value at */
/* the appropriate error time. */
/*===================================================*/

int gecbit(unsigned char g_val, int bits)
{
static long biCtic = -1;

if (g_val & (l «bits))
{
if (rand_rate(errorRate))

{
bus_value = 0;
bit_tic = tic;
return(O);
}

if (biCtic==tic) {
bllS_value &=1;
retllrn(l);
}

else
{
bus_value = 1;
bit_tic = tic;
return(l);
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}
}

else
{
if (rand_rate(errorRate»)

if (biCtic==tic)
{
bus_value &= 1;
return(l);
}

else
{
bus_value = 1;
bit_tic = tic;
return(l);
}

biCtic = tic;
bus_value = 0;
return(O);
}

/*===================================================*/
/* This function transmits a message over the bus. The sender */
/* station transmits bit by bit. It starts of by transmitting the */
/* stop bit, foHowed by the character which is also transmitted bit */
/* by bit, and then finally ends with a stop bit. In this way it */
/* transmits the MID, PID, DATA and the CHECKSUM */
/*====================================================*/

int transmitO
{

int i,b,r, k, bit_val, bicflag, pid_data;
unsigned char val;

/* bus is held by the current transmitter */
bus_flag = BUSY;
i=k=O;

while (pos < 3)
{
switch (pos)

{

case 0: /* transmission of MID bits */
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val = node[n].fram[k].MID~

bit_val = gecbit(O,O);
if «bicflag = msg_filter(bicval,lO,O,O,O,O)) != SUCCESS)

return(bit_flag);
far (b = 7;b >= O~b--)

{
bit_val = geCbit(val, b);
if «biCflag =

msg_filter(bicval,b,O,O,O,O)) != SUCCESS)
return(bicflag)~

}
bieval = geCbit(l,O);

if «bicflag =
msg_filter(bieval,9,O,0,0,0)) 1= SUCCESS)

return(bieflag);
pos++;
break:;

case 1: 1* transmission of PID and data bits *1
for(i=O;i<node[n].fram[k].total_na_aCparameters;i++) {
bieval = geebit(O,O);

if «bicflag =
msg_ftlter(bic val,lO,O,O,O,O)) != SUCCESS)

return(biCflag);
val = node[n].fram[k).PID[i];
for (b = 7;b >= O;b--)

(
bieval = gecbit(val, b);

pid_data = 0;
if «bieflag =

msg_filter(biCval,b,O,i,O,pid_data)) != SUCCESS)
return(bit_flag) ;

}
bicval = get_bit(l,O);

if «bicflag =
msg_filter(bieval,9,0,0,0,0)) != SUCCESS)

retum(bieflag);
for(r=O;r<node[n] Jram[k].tno_oCdata[i];r++) {

bieval = get_bit(O,O);
if«bicflag=

msg_filter(biCval, 10,0,0,0,0))!= SUCCESS)
return(bieflag);

val = node[n].fram[k].DATA[i][r);
for (b = 7;b >= O;b--)
{
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biCval = geCbit(val, b);
pid_data = 1;

if((biCflag=
msg_filter(bit_val,b,O,i,r,pid_data»!=SUCCESS)

return(biCflag);

bit_val = get_bite1,0);
if((bit_flag=

msg_filter(biCval,9,0,0,O,0»!= SUCCESS)
return(biCflag);

}
}

pos++;
break;

case 2: /* transmission of CHECKSUM bits */
bit_val = get_bit(O,O);

if«(bicflag =
msg_filter(bicval, 10,0,0,O,O»!= SUCCESS)

return(biCflag);
val = node[n).fram[k].CHECKSUM;
for (b = 7;b >= O;b--)

{
biCval = geCbit(val, b);
if (bicflag =

msg_filter(bicval,b,O,O,O,O» != SUCCESS)
retum(biCflag);

}
biCval = geCbit(1,O);

if((bicflag =
msg_fiHer(biCval,9,O,0,0,O)}!= SUCCESS)

return(bieflag);
pos++;
break;

}
}
/* end of message transmission */
return(OVER);

}

/*====================================================*/
/* This function performs message filtering within the J 1587 nodes. */
/*====================================================*/

int msg_filter(int bieval, int bm, int nm,int pm, int dm, int pd)
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(
int biCread;

bicread = receive(biCval,bm,nm,pm,dm,pd);

if (bit_read != SUCCESS)
(
return(biCread);
}

else
{
msg_time++;
inc_ficO );
}

return(SUCCESS);
}

/*===========================================.========*/
/* This module performs the initiation of a message transfer. */
/* It checks for a successful message transfer and form errors */
/*====================================================*/

void msg_transfer(int mode)
{
int i;

while (mode < 3)
{
switch (mode)

(
case 0: /* action after a successful message transfer */

if (runtimeOutput)
{
fprintf(fp_out,

"\n*** Message %d of Node %d successfully TX ",m,n);
fprintf(fp_out,"at time %ld\n",tic);

J
response_time += (tic - msg_time) - node[n].msg[m].release;
node[n].response_time +=(tic - msg_time)-node[n].msg[m].release;
turnaround_time += tic - node[n].msg[m].release;
node[n].turnaround_time += tic - node[n].msg[m].release;
if (tic <= node[n].msg[m].deadline)

(
/* message was delivered on time (with slack to spare) */
}
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else
{
/* message was not delivered on time */
missed_msgs++~

node[n] .missed_msgs++~
}

data_time += msg_time~

tx_msgs++;
node[n]. tx_msgs++;

/* Add node stats */

/* Prepare for next tx */
msg_time = 0;
node[n].transfer = NO~

node[n].msg[m].error_flag = NO~

node[n].msg[m].release += node[n].msg[m].period;
node[n].msg[m].deadline += node£n].msg[m].period;
receivecfrarne_inito;

/* check node status */
if (node[n].trans_erccnt != 0)
{
node[n] .trans_err_cnt--;
if «node[n]. trans_err_cnt<128)&&(node[n].recv_err_cnt<128»

node[n].status = ACTIVE;
}

return;
case 1: 1* initiation of a data/remote transfer */

mode = transmitO;
break;

case 2: /* action after a form error occurs */
receivecframe_initO;
retx_msgs++~

form_count++;
if (runtimeOutput) {
fprintf(fp_out,

"\n\tFORM ERROR in Message %d of Node %d ",m, n);
fprintf( fp_out,"at time %ld\n\n" ,tic);
}

error_msgs++;
node[n] .errocmsgs++;
node[n].msg[m].errorjlag = YES;

msg_time = O~
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return;
default: stopsimO;

return;

}
}

}

1*===================================================*/
1* This function is used to read a particular priority for the first */
/* PID of the message. *1
1*===================================================*1

int pread_file(int sencpid)
{

char pid[8],pri[8]., S[80];
int len,priority,check_pid;

len=check_pid=priority=O;

while(!feof(pin) && (check_pid != senCpid» {
fgets(S,79,pin);
len=strlen(S);
S[len-l] = '\0';
sscanf(S,"%s %s" ,pid,prj);
check_pid = atoi(pid);
priority = atoi(pri);

}
return(priority);

/*====================================================*/
/* This initializes the receiver parameters before receiving the */
/* transmitted bits */
/*=========================,===========================*/
void receiverjrame_initO
{
jnt i,j;

receiver.Jrame.starCbit = 0;
reeeiver.frame.MID = 0;
for (i=O; i<MAX_NO_OF_PID; i++) {

receiver.frame.PID[i] = 0;
for(j=O;j<MAX_NO_OF_DATA;j++)
receiver.frame.DATA[i][j] = 0;
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}
receiver.frame.CHECKSUM = 0;
receiver.frame. stop_bit =1;
return;

}
/*====================================================*I
/*== END FILE: sim.c===================================*/
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APPENDIXD

INPUT FILES

NUMBER OF NODES = 2 AND SIM_TIME = 10000 BIT TIMES

I*==FILE: NODES2.dat===========================================*I
1
1234
10000
9600
500
10000
0.0001
2
1
1
50
9900
o
400
100
2
85 150
20220
2
1
100
9999
o
600
200
2
20210
21 212
I*==END FILE: NODES2.dat======================================*1
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NUMBER OF NODES =5 AND SIM_TIME =10000 BIT TIMES

/*==FILE: N'ODE5.dat========================================*/
1
1234
10000
9600
500
10000
0.0001
5
1
1
10
5200
a
900
100
2
85 150
20 220
2
1
50
5400
o
800
200
2
20210
21 212
3
1
250
5900
a
990
300
2
30310
31 312
4
1
10
5500
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o
1900
400
2
40410
41411
5
1
10
5700
o
870
500
1
50510
/*==END FILE: NODES5.dat=====================================*/
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NUMBER OF NODES = 10 AND SIM_TIME = 10000 BIT TIMES

/*==FILE: NODES1O.dat==========================================*/
1
1234
10000
9600
500
10000
0.0001
10
1
1
1100
9900
a
1900
100
2
II III
12 112
2
2
900
999
a
1900
210
2
21 211
22212
300
490
o
1980
199
3
4220
52220
62220
3
1
310
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500
o
980
300
1
31 311
4
2
100
250
o
1900
400
2
41411
42412
100
380
o
1960
401
3
43413
44414
45415
5
1
100
9700
o
1500
500
I
51 511
6
1
1000
9900
o
1400
600
1
61 611
7
1
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400
9900
o
1530
700
1
7] 711
8
I
1000
9900
o
850
800
3
81 811
82812
83813
9
1
300
9800
o
1500
900
2
91 911
92912
10
1
900
9895
o
1500
1000
1
101 1011
I*==E D FILE: NODES 10.dat======================================*1
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NUMBER OF NODES =20 AND SIM_TIME =10000 BIT TIMES

J*==Fll...E: NODES20.dat========================================*/
1
1234
10000
9600
500
10000
0.0001
20
1
1
100
9900
o
7999
100
2
11111
12112
2
1
1000
9099
o
1990
210
2
21 211
22212
3
1
310
500
o
8980
300
1
31 311
4
2
1100
9250
o
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7990
400
2
41411
42412
300
380
o
8990
401
3
43413
44414
45415
5
1
1100
9700
o
7999
500
1
51 511
6
1
1000
9900
o
1999
600
1
61 611
7
1
400
9900
o
1999
700
1
71 711
8
1
1000
9900
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o
1850
800
3
81 811
82812
83813
9
1
900
9800
o
1900
900
2
91 911
92912
10
1
900
9895
o
1999
1000
1
101 1011
11
1
1500
9999
o
1900
100
2
11 111
12 112
12
2
1100
9200
o
9900
210
2
21 211
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22212
400
490
o
1980
199
3
4220
52220
62220
13
1
1310
9500
a
4980
300
1
31 311
14
2
150
250
o
9999
400
2
41 411
42412
180
380
o
1999
401
3
43413
44414
45415
15
1
1180
9700
o
1500
500
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I
51 511
16
1
1000
9900
o
1999
600
1
61 611
17
1
1400
9900
o
1530
700
1
71 711
18
1
1200
9900
o
7850
800
3
81 811
82812
83813
19
1
300
9800
o
1999
900
2
91 911
92912
20
i
900
1895
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o
1500
1000
1
101 1011
/*==END FlLE: NODES20.dat===================================*/
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NUMBER OF NODES = 30 AND SIM_TIME = 10000 BIT TIMES

I*==FILE: NODES30.dal=========c::================================*/
1
1234
10000
9600
500
]0000
0.0001
30
1
1
100
9900
a
7999
100
2
11111
12 112
2
1
1000
9099
o
1990
210
2
21211
22212
3
1
310
500
o
8980
300
1
31 311
4
2
1100
9250
o
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7990
400
2
41411
42412
300
380
o
8990
401
3
43413
44414
45415
5
1
1100
9700
o
7999
500
1
51511
6
1
1000
9900
o
1999
600
1.
61 611
7
1
400
9900
o
1999
700
1
71 711
8
1
130
9900
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o
1850
800
3
81 811
82812
83813
9
1
900
9800
o
1900
900
2
91 911
92912
10
1
900
9895
o
9500
1000
1
101 1011
11
1
500
9999
o
1900
100
2
11 111
12 112
12
2
1100
9200
o
9900
210
2
21 211
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22212
400
490
o
1980
199
3
4220
52220
62220
13
1
310
9500
o
4980
300
1
31 311
14
2
150
250
o
9999
400
2
41 411
42412
180
380
o
9999
401
3
43413
44414
45415
15
1
180
9700
o
1500
500
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1
51511
16
1
120
9900
o
1999
600
1
61 611
17
1
400
9900
a
8530
700
1
71711
18
1
200
9900
o
7850
800
3
81 811
82812
83813
19
1
300
9800
o
1999
900
2
91 911
92912
20
1
150
1895
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o
1500
1000
1
101 1011
21
1
200
9900
o
1900
100
2
11 111
12 112
22
2
900
999
o
9900
210
2
21211
22212
300
490
o
8980
199
3
4220
52220
62220
23
1
310
500
o
9980
300
1
31 311
24
2
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100
250
o
9900
400
2
41 411
42412
100
380
o
1960
401
3
43413
44414
45415
25
1
100
9700
o
9500
500
1
51 511
26
1
110
9900
o
8400
600
1
61 611
27
1
400
9900
o
1530
700
J
71 711
28
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1
100
9900
o
9850
800
3
81 811
82812
83813
29
1
300
9800
o
8500
900
2
91 911
92912
30
1
300
9895
o
1500
1000
1
101 1011
/*==END FILE: NODES30.dat=====================================*/
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NUMBER OF NODES =40 AND SIM_TIME =10000 BIT TIMES

/*==Fll..,E: NODES40.dat=========================================*/
1
1234
10000
9600
500
10000
0.0001
40
I
1
100
9900
o
7999
100
2
11111
12 112
2
1
1000
9099
o
1990
210
2
21211
22212
3
1
310
500
o
8980
300
1
31 311
4
2
1100
9250
o
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7990
400
2
41411
42412
300
380
o
8990
401
3
43413
44414
45415
5
I
1100
9700
o
7999
500
1
51 511
6
I
1000
9900
o
1999
600
1
61 611
7
1
400
9900
o
1999
700
1
71 711
8
1
1000
9900
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o
8850
800
3
81 811
82812
83813
9
1
900
9800
o
1900
900
2
91 911
92912
10
1
900
9895
o
9500
1000
1
101 1011
11
1
1500
9999
o
1900
100
2
11111
12 112
12
2
1100
9200
o
9900
210
2
21 211
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22212
400
490
o
1980
199
3
4220
52220
62220
13
1
1310
9500
o
4980
300
1
31 311
14
2
150
250
o
9999
400
2
41 411
42412
180
380
o
9999
401
3
43413
44414
45415
15
1
1180
9700
o
1500
500
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1
51 511
16
L
1000
9900
o
1999
600
1
61 611
17
1
1400
9900
o
8530
700
1
71 711
18
1
1200
9900
o
7850
800
3
81811
82812
83813
19
I
300
9800
o
1999
900
2
91911
92912
20
1
900
1895

99



o
1500
1000
1
101 1011
21
1
1200
9900
o
8900
100
2
11111
12 112
22
2
900
999
o
9900
210
2
21 211
22212
300
490
o
8980
199
3
4220
52220
62220
23
1
310
500
o
9980
300
1
31 311
24
2
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100
250
o
9900
400
2
41 411
42412
100
380
o
1960
401
3
43413
44414
45415
25
1

100
9700
o
9500
500
1
51 511
26
1
1000
9900
a
8400
600
1
61 611
27
1
400
9900
o
9530
700
1
71 711
28
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1
1000
9900
o
9850
800
3
81 811
82812
83813
29
1
300
9800
o
8500
900
2
91 911
92912
30
1
900
9895
o
1500
1000
1
101 1011
31
lli
1I00
9900
o
1900
100
2
11 111
12 112
32
2
900
999
o
8900
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210
2
21 211
22212
300
490
o
1980
199
3
4220
52220
62220
33
1
310
500
o
8980
300
1
31311
34
2
100
250
o
8900
400
2
41 411
42412
100
380
o
1960
401
3
43413
44414
45415
35
1
100
9700
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o
1500
500
1
51 511
36
1
1000
9900
o
1400
600
1
61 611
37
1
400
9900
o
8530
700
1
71711
38
1
1000
9900
o
8850
800
3
81 811
82812
83813
39
1
300
9800
o
1500
900
2
91 911
92912
40
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1
900
9895
a
1500
1000
1
101 1011
I*==END FILE: NODES40.dat===================================*I
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NUMBER OF NODES = 50 AND SIM_TIME = 10000 BIT TIMES

/*==FII..,E: NODES50.dat=======================================*/
I
1234
10000
9600
500
10000
0.0001
50
1
1
100
9900
a
7999
100
2
11 111
12112
2
1
1000
9099
o
1990
210
2
21 211
22212
3
1
310
500
o
8980
300
1
31 311
4
2
1100
9250
o
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7990
400
2
41 411
42412
300
380
o
8990
401
3
43413
44414
45415
5
1
1100
9700
o
7999
500
1
51 511
6
1
1000
9900
o
1999
600
1
61 611
7
1
400
9900
o
1999
700
1
71 711
8
1
1000
9900
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o
8850
800
3
81 811
82812
83813
9
1
900
9800
o
1900
900
2
91 911
92912
10
1
900
9895
o
9500
1000
1
101 lOU
11
1
1500
9999
o
1900
100
2
11 111
12 112
12
2
1100
9200
o
9900
210
2
21 211
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22212
400
490
o
1980
199
3
4220
52220
62220
13
1
1310
9500
o
4980
300
1
31 311
14
2
150
250
o
9999
400
2
41411
42412
180
380
o
9999
401
3
43413
44414
45415
15
1
1180
9700
o
1500
500
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1
51511
16
1
1000
9900
o
1999
600
1
61 611
17
1
1400
9900
o
8530
700
1
71 711
18
1
1200
9900
o
7850
800
3
81 811
82812
83813
19
1
300
9800
o
1999
900
2
91911
92912
20
1
900
1895
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o
1500
1000
1
1011011
21
1
1200
9900
o
8900
100
2
11111
12112
22
2
900
999
o
9900
210
2
21 211
22212
300
490
o
8980
199
3
4220
52220
62220
23
1
310
500
a
9980
300
1
31 311
24
2

III



100
250
o
9900
400
2
41411
42412
100
380
o
1960
401
3
43413
44414
45415
25
1
100
9700
o
9500
500
1
51 511
26
1
1000
9900
o
8400
600
1
61 611
27
1
400
9900
o
9530
700
1
7l 7ll
28
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1
1000
9900
o
9850
800
3
81 811
82812
83813
29
1
300
9800
o
8500
900
2
91911
929]2
30
]

900
9895
o
1500
1000
1
]01 1011
31
1
1100
9900
o
1900
100
2
11 111
12 112
32
2
900
999
o
8900
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210
2
21 211
22212
300
490
o
1980
199
3
4220
52220
62220
33
1
310
500
o
8980
300
1
31 311
34
2
100
250
o
8900
400
2
41 411
42412
100
380
o
1960
401
3
43413
44414
45415
35
1
100
9700
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o
1500
500
1
51 511
36
1
1000
9900
o
1400
600
1
61 611
37
1
400
9900
o
8530
700
1
71 711
38
1
1000
9900
a
8850
800
3
81 811
82812
83813
39
1
300
9800
o
1500
900
2
91 911
92912
40
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....

1
900
9895
o
1500
1000
1
101 1011
41
1
1100
9900
o
1900
100
2
11 111
12 112
42
2
900
999
o
1900
210
2
21 211
222]2
300
490
o
1980
199
3
4220
52220
62220
43
1
310
500
o
980
300
1
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31 311
44
2
100
250
o
1900
400
2
41411
42412
100
380
o
1960
401
3
43413
44414
45415
45
1
100
9700
o
1500
500
1
51 511
46
1
1000
9900
o
7400
600
1
61 611
47
1
400
9900
o
1530
700
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1
71 711
48
1
1000
9900
o
850
800
3
81 811
82812
83813
49
1
300
9800
o
1500
900
2
91911
92912
50
1
900
9895
o
1500
1000
1
101 1011
/*==END FILE: NODES50.dat===================================*/
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APPENDIXE

STATISTICS FILE

NUMBER OF NODES =50 and SIM_TIME =10000 bit times

Network Statistics

Number of nodes =50
Number of messages transmitted = ]59

Tota] number of error messages
Tota] number of coUisions
Idle time in the network
Busy time in the network
Average response time
Simulation time
Network load
Network throughput

Node Statistics

= 2
= 113
= 0.16563 sec
= 0.83240 sec
= 0.27335 sec
= 0.98958 sec
= 84.1158 %
= 8407.5791 bits/sec

------------------------------------------------------,----------------------------------------------

Node No of No of No of Noof Average
msgs error colI. deadlines response
sent msgs missed time

------------------------------------------------------._---------------------------------------------

1 1 0 0 0 0.01521
2 5 0 0 0 0.44933
3 1 0 0 1 0.09521
4 2 0 0 1 0.10292
5 1 0 3 0 0.15875
6 3 0 2 0 0.26330
7 3 0 2 0 0.25865
8 1 0 0 0 0.17854
9 4 0 0 0 0.27323
10 1 0 2 0 0.17000
11 3 0 0 0 0.29701
12 4 0 4 3 0.25297

13 1 0 0 0 0.24104
14 2 0 0 2 0.05458
15 4 0 0 0 0.29547

16 3 0 2 0 0.28649

17 1 0 0 0 0.24625
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18 1 0 0 0 0.29937
19 4 0 1 0 0.25766
20 4 0 3 4 0.26385
21 1 0 1 0 0.30875
22 2 0 6 2 0.13969
23 1 0 2 1 0.11187
24 5 0 2 3 0.17858
25 1 0 2 0 0.03125
26 1 0 0 0 0.20917
27 1 0 0 0 0.20146
28 1 0 2 0 0.21250
29 1 0 3 0 0.08812
30 4 0 2 0 0.27870
31 4 1 2 0 0.31500
32 5 0 9 5 0.26192
33 1 0 0 1 0.15979
34 5 0 7 4 0.18487
35 5 0 5 0 0.24896
36 5 0 0 0 0.29558
37 1 0 1 0 0.20562
38 1 0 2 0 0.25604
39 6 0 5 0 0.42378
40 4 0 0 0 0.28901
41 3 0 0 0 0.28146
42 7 0 7 7 0.28000
43 6 0 4 6 0.28917
44 8 0 10 8 0.23271
45 5 0 5 0 0.25438
46 1 0 0 0 0.27646
47 7 0 4 0 0.4W24

48 7 0 2 0 0.29247
49 4 1 6 0 0.25344
50 7 0 5 0 0.41976
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APPENDIXF

OUTPUT FILE

NUMBER OF NODES = 50 AND SIM_TIME = 10000 Bit Times

11110100100001000101 tic=19
00110100110111000101 tic=39
01010100111001011100 tic=59
1101
*** Message 0 of Node 24 successfully TX at time 74
010010 tic=79
00010001010011010011 tic=99
01110001010101010011 tic=119
10010111001101
*** Message 1 of Node 34 successfully TX at time 144
0011001001000001 tic=159
01110011011111000001 tic=179
10010011100001010100 tic=199
1101
*** Message 0 of ode 1 successfully TX at time 214
010010 tic=219
00010001010011010011 tic=239
01110001010101010011 tic=259
10010111001101
*** Message 1 of Node 24 successfully TX at time 284
0100100001000101 tic=299
00110100110111000101 tic=319
01010100111001011100 tic=339
1101
*** Message 0 of Node 34 successfully TX at time 354
011110 tic=359
10010001100111011111 tic=379
11110110110101
*** Message 0 of Node 25 successfully TX at time 404
0111101001000110 tic=419
01110111111111011011 tic=439
0101
*** Message 0 of Node 35 successfully TX at time 454
010010 tic=459
00010001010011010011 tic=479
01110001010101010011 tic=499
10010111001101
*** Message 0 of Node 44 successfully TX at time 524
01111O1O01O0011O tic=539
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01110111111111011011 tk=559
OlOl
*** Message 0 of Node 45 successfully TX at time 574
010010 tic=579
00010001010011010011 tic=599
01110001010101010011 tic=619
10010111001101
*** Message 1 of Node 44 successfully TX at time 644
0100100001000101 tic=659
00110100110111000101 tic=679
01010100111001011100 tic=699
1101
*** Message 0 of Node 14 successfuJIy TX at time 714
010010 tic=719
00010001010011010011 tic=739
01110001010101010011 tic=759
10010111001101
*** Message 1 of Node 14 successfully TX at time 784
0100100001000101 tic=799
00110100110111000101 tic=819
01010100111001011100 tic=839
1101
*** Message 1 of Node 4 successfully TX at time 854
010000 tic=859
10010010110111010001 tic=879
11110010111001010010 tic=899
00010101001101
*** Message 0 of Node 19 successfully TX at time 924
0l101O0101O0001O tic=939
10110110100111000010 tic=959
11010110101001001011 tic=979
1001
*** Message 1 of Node 22 successfully TX at time 994
010000 tic=999
10010010110111010001 tic=1019
11110010111001010010 tic=1039
00010101001101
*** Message 0 of Node 29 successfully TX at time 1064
0001011001000011 tic= 1079
11110001101111001111 tic=1099
1101
*** Message 0 of Node 3 successfully TX at time 1114
OllOlO tic=1119
01O1O000lO1O11O1101O tic=I139
01110000101101011010 tic= 1159
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10010010111001
*** Message 1 of Node 42 successfully TX at time 1184
0100001001001011 tic=1199
01110100011111001011 tic=1219
10010100100001010100 tic=1239
1101
*** Message 0 of Node 39 successfully TX at time 1254
000101 tic=1259
1001O00011111lO00110 tic=1279
11110011111101
*** Message 0 of Node 23 successfully TX at time 1304
0110100101000010 tic=1319
10110110100111000010 tic=1339
11010110101001001011 tic=1359
1001
*** Message 1 of Node 32 successfully TX at time 1374
011010 tic=1379
01010000101011011010 tic=1399
01110000101101011010 tic=1419
10010010111001
*** Message 0 of Node 2 successfully TX at time 1444
0101111001001000 tic=1459
11110110001111000110 tic=1479
1101
*** Message 0 of Node 7 successfully TX at time 1494
001011 tic=1499
00010001111011001100 tic= 1519
01110000010001
*** Message 0 of Node 6 successfully TX at time 1544
0100100001000101 tic=1559
00110100110111000101 tic=1579
01010100111001011100 tic=1599
1101
*** Message 0 of Node 4 successfully TX at time 1614
010000 tic=1619
10010010110111010001 tic= 1639
11110010111001010010 tic=1659
00010101001101
*** Message 0 of Node 49 successfully TX at time 1684
0110100101000010 tic=1699
10110110100111000010 tic=1719
11010110101001001011 tic=1739
1001
*** Message I of Node 12 successfully TX at time 1754
011110 tic=1759
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10010001100111011111 tic=1779
11110110110101
*** Message 0 of Node 5 successfully TX at time 1804
0001011001000011 tic=1819
11110001101111001111 tic=1839
1101
*** Message 0 of Node 33 successfully TX at time 1854
010000 tic=1859
10010010110111010001 tic=1879
11110010111001010010 tic= 1899
00010101001101
*** Message 0 of Node 9 successfully TX at time 1924
0111010001001100 tic=1939
10110111100111011000 tic=1959
0001
*** Message 0 of Node 10 successfully TX at time 1974
011101 tic=1979
00010011001011011110 tic=1999
01110110000001
*** Message 0 of Node 20 successfully TX at time 2024
0001000001001010 tic=2039
00110001010111001010 tic=2059
01010001011001001010 tic=2079
01110001011011001100 tic=2099
1101
*** Message 0 of Node 8 successfully TX at time 2114
000101 tic=21 19
10010000111111000110 tic=2139
11110011111101
*** Message 0 of Node 43 successfully TX at time 2164
0010110001000111 tic=2179
10110011000111000001 tic=2199
0001
*** Message 0 of Node 16 successfully TX at time 2214
011010 tic=2219
01010000101011011010 tic=2239
01110000101101011010 tic=2259
10010010111001
*** Message 0 of Node 22 successfully TX at time 2284
0101111001001000 tic=2299
11110110001111000110 tic=2319
1101
*** Message 0 of Node 27 successfully TX at time 2334
010111 tic=2339
10010010001111011000 tic=2359
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11110001101101
*** Message 0 of Node 37 successfully TX at time 2384
0010110001000111 tic=2399
10110011000111000001 tic=2419
0001
*** Message 0 of Node 26 successfully TX at time 2434
000100 tic=2439
00010010100011000101 tic=2459
01110010100101000101 tic=2479
10010010100111000101 tic=2499
10110011001101
*** Message 0 of Node 28 successfully TX at time 2524
0111010001001100 tic=2539
10110111100111011000 tic=2559
0001
*** Message 0 of Node 30 successfully TX at time 2574
010111 tic=2579
10010010001111011000 tic=2599
11110001101101
*** Message 0 of Node 47 successfully TX at time 2624
0110100101000010 tic=2639
10110110100111000010 tic=2659
11010110101001001011 tic=2679
1001
*** Message 0 of Node 12 successfully TX at time 2694
001100 tic=2699
10010000010111001101 tic=2719
11110000011001001110 tic=2739
00010101001101
*** Message 0 of Node 31 successfully TX at time 2764
0110100101000010 tic=2779
10110110100111000010 tic=2799
11010110101001001011 tic=2819
1001
*** Message 0 of Node 32 successfully TX at time 2834
011101 tic=2839
00010011001011011110 tic=2859
01110110000001
*** Message 0 of Node 40 successfully TX at time 2884
0010110001000111 tic=2899
10110011000111000001 tic=2919
0001
*** Message 0 of Node 36 successfully TX at time 2934
000100 tie=2939
00010010100011000101 tic=2959
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01110010100101000101 tic=2979
10010010100111000101 tic=2999
10110011001101
*** Message 0 of Node 38 successfully TX at time 3024
0110100101000010 tic=3039
10110110100111000010 tic=3059
11010110101001001011 tic=3079
1001
*** Message 0 of Node 42 successfully TX at time 3094
011101 tic=3099
00010011001011011110 tic=3119
011 ]0 110000001
*** Message 0 of Node 50 successfully TX at time 3144
0010110001000111 tic=3159
10110011000111000001 tic=3179
0001
*** Message 0 of Node 46 successfully TX at time 3194
000100 tic=3199
00010010100011000101 tic=3219
01110010100101000101 tic=3239
10010010100111000101 tic=3259
10110011001101
*** Message 0 of Node 48 successfully TX at time 3284
0011001001000001 tic=3299
01110011011111000001 tic=3319
10010011100001010100 tic=3339
1101
*** Message 0 of Node 41 successfully TX at time 3354
011110 tic=3359
10010001100111011111 tic=3379
11110110110101
*** Message 0 of Node 15 successfully TX at time 3404
0001000001001010 tic=3419
00110001010111001010 tic=3439
01010001011001001010 tic=3459
01110001011011001100 tic=3479
1101
*** Message 0 of Node 18 successfully TX at time 3494
001100 tic=3499
10010000010111001101 tic=3519
11110000011001001110 tic=3539
00010101001101
*** Message 0 of Node 21 successfully TX at time 3564
0001011001000011 t~=3579

11110001101111001111 tic=3599
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1101
*** Message 0 of Node 43 successfully TX at time 3614
000101 tic=3619
10010000111111000110 tic=3639
11110011111101
*** Message 0 of Node 13 successfully TX at time 3664
0001000001001010 tic=3679
00110001010111001010 tic=3699
01010001011001001010 tic=3719
01110001011011001100 tic=3739
1101
*** Message 0 of Node 48 successfully TX at time 3754
010111 tic=3759
10010010001111011000 tic=3779
11110001101101
*** Message 0 of Node 17 successfully TX at time 3804
0011001001000001 tie=3819
01110011011111000001 tic=3839
10010011100001010100 tic=3859
1101
*** Message 0 of Node 11 successfully TX at time 3874
0111 [0 tic=3879
10010001100111011111 tic=3899
11110110110101
*** Message 0 of Node 35 successfully TX at time 3924
0111101001000110 tic=3939
011101l1111111O11011 tic=3959
0101
*** Message 0 of Node 45 successfully TX at time 3974
010000 tic=3979
10010010110111010001 tic=3999
11110010111001010010 tic=4019
00010101001101
*** Message 0 of Node 39 successfully TX at time 4044
0100001001001011 tic=4059
01110100011111001011 tic=4079
10010100100001010100 tic=4099
UOI
*** Message 0 of Node 49 successfully TX at time 4114
011101 tic=4119
00010011001011011110 tic=4139
01110110000001
*** Message 0 of Node 20 successfully TX at time 4164
0010110001000111 tic=4179
10 liOO11000111000001 tic=4199
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0001
*** Message 0 of Node 36 successfully TX at time 4214
011101 tic=4219
00010011001011011110 tic=4239
01110110000001
*** Message 0 of Node 30 successfully TX at time 4264
0101111001001000 tic=4279
11110110001111000110 tic=4299
1101
*** Message 0 of Node 47 successfully TX at time 4314
010010 tic=4319
00010001010011010011 tic=4339
01110001010101010011 tic=4359
10010111001101
*** Message 0 of Node 44 successfully TX at time 4384
0111010001001100 tic=4399
10110111100111011000 tic=4419
0001
*** Message 0 of Node 40 successfully TX at time 4434
010010 tic=4439
00010001010011010011 tic=4459
01110001010101010011 tic=4479
10010111001101
*** Message 1 of Node 24 successfully TX at time 4504
0100100001000101 tic=4519
00110100110111000101 tic=4539
01010100111001011100 tic=4559
1101
*** Message 1 of Node 34 successfully TX at time 4574
011101 tic=4579
00010011001011011110 tic=4599
01110110000001
*** Message 0 of Node 50 successfully TX at time 4624
0100100001000101 tic=4639
00110100110111000101 tic=4659
01010100111001011100 tic=4679
1101
*** Message 1 of Node 44 successfully TX at time 4694
011010 tic=4699
01010000101011011010 tic=4719
01110000101101011010 tic=4739
10010010111001
*** Message 1 of Node 42 successfully TX at time 4764
01000010010010II tic=4779
01110100011111001011 tic=4799
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10010100100001010100 tic=4819
1]01
*** Message 0 of Node 19 successfully TX at time 4834
011010 tic=4839
01010000101011011010 tic=4859
01110000101101011010 tic=4879
10010010111001
*** Message 1 of Node 32 successfully TX at time 4904
0110100101000010 tic=4919
10110110100111000010 tic=4939
11010110101001001011 tic=4959
1001
*** Message 0 of Node 2 successfully TX at time 4974
000100 tic=4979
00010010100011000101 tic=4999
01110010100101000101 tic=5019
10010010100111000101 tic=5039
10110011001101
*** Message 0 of Node 48 successfully TX at time 5064
0100001001001011 tic=5079
01110100011111001011tic=5099
10010100100001010100 tic=5119
1101
*** Message 0 of Node 9 successfully TX at time 5134
011010 tic=5139
01010000101011011010 tic=5159
01110000101101011010 tic=5179
10010010111001
*** Message 1 of Node 12 successfully TX at time 5204
0101111001001000 tic=5219
11110110001111000110 tic=5239
1101
*** Message 0 of ode 7 successfully TX at time 5254
0010 11 tic=5259
00010001111011001100 tic=5279
01110000010001
*** Message 0 of Node 6 successfully TX at time 5304
0001011001000011 tic=5319
111100011011 11001111 tic=5339
1101
*** Message 0 of Node 43 successfully TX at time 5354
001011 tic=5359
00010001111011001100 tic=5379
01 110000010001
*** Message 0 of Node 16 successfully TX at time 5404
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0011011001000001 tic=5419
01110011011111000001 tic=5439
l0010011100001010100tie=5459
11

FORM ERROR in Message 0 of Node 31 at time 5462

001100100100000101 tic=5479
11001101111100000110 tic=5499
01001110000101010011 tic=5519
01
*** Message 0 of Node 31 successfully TX at time 5532
01101001 tic=5539
01000010101101101001 tk=5559
11000010110101101010 tic=5579
010010111001
*** Message 0 of Node 42 successfully TX at time 5602
011110100100011001 tic=5619
11011111111101101101 tic=5639
01
*** Message 0 of Node 15 successfully TX at time 5652
00110010 tic=5659
01000001011100110111 tic=5679
11000001100100111000 tie=5699
010101001101
*** Message 0 of ode 41 successfully TX at time 5722
011110100100011001 tic=5739
11011111111101101101 tic=5759
01
*** Message 0 of Node 35 successfully TX at time 5772
00010000 tic=5779
01001010001100010101 tic=5799
11001010010100010110 tic=5819
01001010011100010110 tic=5839
110011001101
*** Message 0 of Node 48 successfully TX at time 5862
011110100100011001 tic=5879
11011111111101101101 tic=5899
01
*** Message 0 of Node 45 successfully TX at time 5912
01000010 tic=5919
01001011011101000111 tic=5939
11001011100101001000 tic=5959
010101001101
*** Message 0 of Node 39 successfully TX at time 5982
010000100100101111 tk=5999
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11010001111100101110 tic=6019
01010010000101010011 tic=6039

FORM ERROR in Message 0 of ode 49 at time 6040

01000010010010110111 tic=6059
01000111110010111001 tic=6079
01001000010101001101
*** Message 0 of Node 49 successfully TX at time 6110
0001011001 tic=6119
00001111110001101111 tic=6139
001] 111101 tic=6159

*** Message 0 of Node 43 successfully TX at time 6160
00101100010001111011 tic=6179
00110001110000010001
*** Message 0 of Node 36 successfully TX at time 6210
0111010001 tic=6219
00110010110111100111 tic=6239
0110000001 tic=6259

*** Message 0 of Node 20 successfully TX at time 6260
00110010010000010111 tic=6279
00110111110000011001 tic=6299
00111000010101001101
*** Message 0 of Node 11 successfully TX at time 6330
0111010001 tic=6339
00110010110111100111 tic=6359
0110000001 tic=6379

*** Message 0 of Node 30 successfully TX at time 6380
0111010001001100101 1 tic=6399
01111001110110000001
*** Message 0 of Node 40 successfully TX at time 6430
0101111001 tic=6439
00100011110110001111 tic=6459
0001101101 tic=6479

*** Message 0 of Node 47 successfully TX at time 6480
01110100010011001011 tic=6499
01111001110110000001
*** Message 0 of Node 50 successfully TX at time 6530
0100100001 tic=6539
00010100110100110111 tic=6559
00010101010100111001 tic=6579
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0111001101 tic=6599

*** Message 0 of Node 44 successfully TX at time 6600
00010000010010100011 tic=6619
00010101110010100101 tic=6639
00010110010010100111 tic=6659
00010110110011001101
*** Message 0 of Node 48 successfully TX at time 6690
0100100001 tic=6699
00010100110100110111 tic=6719
00010101010100111001 tic=6739
0111001101 tic=6759

*** Message 1 of Node 24 successfully TX at time 6760
01001000010001010011 tic=6779
01001101110001010101 tic=6799
01001110010111001101
*** Message 1 of Node 34 successfully TX at time 6830
0100100001 tic=6839
00010100110100110111 tic=6859
00010101010100111001 tic=6879
0111001101 tic=6899

*** Message 1 of Node 44 successfully TX at hme 6900
01000010010010110111 tic=69I 9
01000111110010111001 tic=6939
01001000010101001101
*** Message 0 of Node 9 successfully TX at time 6970
0110100101 tic=6979
00001010 110110100111 tic=6999
00001011010110101001 tic=7019
0010111001 tic=7039

*** Message 1 of Node 42 successfully TX at time 7040
01101001010000101011 tic=7059
01101001110000101101 tic=7079
01101010010010111001
*** Message 1 of Node 32 successfully TX at time 7110
0100001001 tic=7119
00101101110100011111 tic=7139
00101110010100100001 tic=7159
0101001101 tic=7179

*** Message 0 of Node 19 successfully TX at time 7180
01101001010000101011 tic=7199
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01101001110000101101 tic=7219
01101010010010111001
*** Message 0 of Node 2 successfully TX at time 7250
0111101001 tic=7259
00011001110111111111 tic=7279
0110110101 tic=7299

*** Message 0 of Node 15 successfully TX at time 7300
01101001010000101011 tic=7319
01101001110000101101 tic=7339
01101010010010111001
*** Message 1 of Node 12 successfully TX at time 7370
0011001001 tic=7379
00000101110011011] 11 tic=7399
00000110010011100001 tic=7419
0101001101 tic=7439

*** Message 0 of Node 31 successfully TX at time 7440
01011110010010001111 tic=7459
01100011110001101101
*** Message 0 of Node 7 successfully TX at time 7490
0001011001 tic=7499
0000111111oo0110li 11 tic=7519
0011111101 tic=7539

*** Message 0 of Node 43 successfully TX at time 7540
00101100010001111011 tic=7559
00110001110000010001
*** Message 0 of Node 6 successfully TX at time 7590
0110100101 tic=7599
00001010110110100111 tic=7619
00001011010110101001 tic=7639
0010111001 tic=7659

*** Message 0 of Node 42 successfully TX at time 7660
00101100010001] 11011 tic=7679
00110001110000010001
*** Message 0 of Node 16 successfully TX at time 7710
0111101001 tic=7719
0001100H 10111111111 tic=7739
0110110101 tic=7759

*** Message 0 of Node 35 successfully TX at time 7760
01111010010001100111 tic=7779
01111111]10110110101
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*** Message 0 of Node 45 successfully TX at time 7810
0100001001 tic=7819
00101101110100011111 tic=7839
00101110010100100001 tic=7859
0101001101 tic=7879

*** Message 0 of Node 39 successfully TX at time 7880
00101100010001111011 tic=7899
00110001110000010001
*** Message 0 of Node 36 successfully TX at time 7930
0100001001 tic=7939
00101101110100011111tic=7959
00101110010100100001 tic=7979
0101001101 tic=7999

*** Message 0 of Node 49 successfully TX at time 8000
00010000010010100011 tic=8019
00010101110010100101 tic=8039
00010110010010100111 tic=8059
00010110110011001101
*** Message 0 of Node 48 successfully TX at time 8090
0111010001 tic=8099
00110010110111100111 tic=8119
0110000001 tic=8139

*** Message 0 of Node 20 successfully TX at time 8140
00110010010000010111 tic=8159
0011011111000001100I tic=8179
00111000010101001101
*** Message 0 of Node 41 successfully TX at time 8210
0111010001 tic=8219
00110010110111100111 tic=8239
0110000001 tic=8259

*** Message 0 of Node 30 successfully TX at time 8260
01110100010011001011 tic=8279
01111001110110000001
*** Message 0 of Node 40 successfully TX at time 8310
o101111001 tic=8319
00100011110110001111 tic=8339
0001101101 tic=8359

*** Message 0 of Node 47 successfully TX at time 8360
01110100010011001011 tic=8379
01111001110110000001
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*** Message 0 of Node 50 successfully TX at time 8410
0111010001 tic=8419
00110010110111100111 tic=8439
0110000001 tic=8459

*** Message 0 of Node 50 successfully TX at time 8460
01011110010010001111 tic=8479
01100011110001101101
*** Message 0 of Node 47 successfully TX at time 8510
0111010001 tic=8519
00110010110111100111 tic=8539
0110000001 tic=8559

*** Message 0 of Node 50 successfully TX at time 8560
01011110010010001111 tic=8579
01100011110001101101
*** Message 0 of Node 47 successfully TX at time 8610
0001011001 tic=8619
00001111110001101111 tic=8639
0011111101 tic=8659

*** Message 0 of Node 43 successfully TX at time 8660
00110010010000010111 tic=8679
00110111110000011001 tic=8699
00111000010101001101
*** Message 0 of Node 11 successfully TX at time 8730
0001000001 tic=8739
00101000110001010111 tic=8759
00101001010001011001 tic=8779
00101001110001011011 tic=8799
0011001101 tic=8819

*** Message 0 of Node 48 successfully TX at time 8820
01111010010001100111 tic=8839
01111111110110110101
*** Message 0 of Node 15 successfully TX at time 8870
0100100001 tic=8879
00010100110100110111 tic=8899
00010101010100111001 tic=8919
0111001101 tic=8939

*** Message 0 of Node 44 successfully TX at time 8940
01110 100010011001011 tic=8959
01111001110110000001
*** Message 0 of Node 50 successfully TX at time 8990
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0100100001 tic=8999
00010100110100110111 tic=9019
00010101010100111001 tic=9039
0111001101 tic=9059

*** Message 1 of Node 24 successfully TX at time 9060
01001000010001010011 tic=9079
01001101110001010101 tic=9099
01001110010111001101
*** Message 1 of Node 34 successfully TX at time 9130
0101111001 tic=9139
00100011110110001111 tic=9159
0001101101 tic=9179

*** Message 0 of Node 47 successfully TX at time 9180
01001000010001010011 tic=9199
01001101110001010101 tic=9219
01001110010111001101
*** Message 1 of Node 44 successfully TX at time 9250
0100001001 tic=9259
00101101110100011111 tic=9279
00101110010100100001 tic=9299
0101001101 tic=9319

*** Message 0 of Node 9 successfully TX at time 9320
01111010010001100111 tic=9339
01111111110110110101
*** Message 0 of Node 35 successfully TX at time 9370
0111101001 tk=9379
00011001110111111111 tic=9399
0110110101 tic=9419

*** Message 0 of Node 45 successfully TX at time 9420
00101100010001111011 tic=9439
00110001110000010001
*** Message 0 of Node 36 successfully TX at time 9470
0110100101 tic=9479
00001010110110100111 tic=9499
00001011010110101001 tic=9519
0010111001 tic=9539

*** Message 1 of Node 42 successfully TX at time 9540
01101001010000101011 tic=9559
0110100] 110000101101 tic=9579
01101010010010111001
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*** Message 1 of Node 32 successfully TX at time 9610
0011001001 tic=9619
00000101110011011111 tic=9639
000001100100III00001 tic=9659
0101001101 tic=9679

*** Message 0 of Node 31 successfully TX at time 9680
01000010010010110111 tic=9699
010001l1110010111001 tic=9719
01001000010101001101
*** Message 0 of Node ]9 successfully TX at time 9750
0110 100101 tic=9759
00001010110110100111 tic=9779
00001011010110101001 tic=9799
0010111001 tic=9819

*** Message 0 of Node 2 successfully TX at time 9820
01000010010010110111 tic=9839
01000111110010111001 tic=9859
01001000010101001101
*** Message 0 of Node 39 successfully TX at time 9890
0100001001 tic=9899
00101101110100011111 tic=9919
00101110010100100001 tic=9939
0101001101 tic=9959

*** Message 0 of Node 39 successfully TX at time 9960
01101001010000101011 tic=9979
01101001110000101101 tic=9999
01101010010010111001
*** Message 0 of Node 2 successfully TX at time 10030

Stopped.
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